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ABSTRACT

TRIAL-BY-TRIAL CODING OF INSTRUCTIVE SIGNALS IN THE CEREBELLUM: INSIGHTS FROM EYEBLINK CONDITIONING IN MICE

Farzaneh Najafi
Javier F. Medina

The cerebellum is an area of the brain that plays a crucial role in the learning of motor skills. This process involves climbing fibers, which provide teaching signals to Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex when perturbations occur during a movement. However, controversy has arisen over climbing fibers contribution to cerebellar learning. This is because climbing-fiber signals are described as “all-or-nothing”: they fire a single burst of action potentials in response to all supra-threshold stimuli, regardless of their strength. On the contrary, motor learning is not all-or-nothing: the amount of learning is driven by the strength of perturbations. In this dissertation, I describe the experiments that I performed to unravel how climbing fibers may encode the strength of teaching signals. In Chapter 2, I present my behavioral studies in mice, which involved a simple cerebellar-dependent motor learning task, eyeblink conditioning. I show that mice take into account the strength of unexpected perturbations to adapt their movements trial-by-trial. In Chapter 3, I present a review of the previous literature and provide a hypothesis on how climbing fibers can encode the strength of teaching signals in a single trial. In Chapter 4, I present the findings of my in vivo two-photon calcium imaging experiments, which suggest climbing-fiber signals may not be all-or-nothing at the post-synaptic level. Finally, in Chapter 5 I describe the different mechanisms that we discovered for coding the intensity of teaching signals by Purkinje cells in the cerebellum of awake mice.
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CHAPTER 1:
General Introduction

"The measure of intelligence is the ability to change."
- Albert Einstein

1.1 Prediction errors: the learning drive

Learning, in its most basic form, can be viewed as a process by which we acquire the ability to anticipate what happens in the future using the past and present information (Schultz and Dickinson, 2000; Niv and Schoenbaum, 2008). Learning can occur as a result of Pavlovian conditioning during which an animal learns to predict an event (unconditioned stimulus, US) through establishing association with a pre-occurring event (conditioned stimulus, CS). For instance, if a dog receives repeated presentations of a tone stimulus followed by a fluid reward, the animal will gradually learn to associate the two stimuli. This will result in eliciting a response to the tone that anticipates the reward (e.g. salivation). Pavlov called this response, which is acquired through experience, a conditioned response (CR) (Pavlov and Anrep, 1927).

Animals learn to improve their predictions through comparing their expectations with the outcomes, and, subsequently, correcting for the discrepancy (prediction error) between the two variables. This is the basis of the powerful conditioning model
suggested by Rescorla and Wagner in 1972 (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972). Rescorla-Wagner learning rule is formulated as:

\[ \Delta V = \alpha (\lambda - \sum V) = \alpha (\text{outcome} - \text{prediction}) \]  

Eq. 1

, Where \( \Delta V \) determines how much the current prediction will be updated in the next presentation of stimuli (i.e. the next “trial”); \( \alpha \) is the learning rate determining how much the new experience will be weighted in the future prediction; \( \lambda \) is the actual outcome (equal to a “perfect” prediction); and \( \sum V \) is the overall current expectation provided by all the available stimuli in a trial. The key term in this equation that drives learning is \( (\lambda - \sum V) \), which is the prediction error, i.e. a measure of the discrepancy between the occurred outcome and the expected outcome.

Neurons in several brain areas compute prediction errors related to reward, punishment, external stimuli, motor performance, etc. (Schultz and Dickinson, 2000). The first neurons that met the criteria for coding for prediction errors were the midbrain dopamine neurons (Schultz, 1986; Schultz et al., 1997). The discharge rate of these neurons is modulated depending on the sign of the error term: \( (\text{outcome} - \text{prediction}) \); i.e. any violation of the error term above zero, such as when a reward is unexpectedly given to the animal, or when the reward is bigger than expected (for example when the association between the conditioned stimulus and the reinforcer (reward) is yet not completely established), will result in the excitation of dopamine neurons. However if the error term is negative, e.g. if the animal expects a reward to happen but it does not
receive it, dopamine neurons will be inhibited (Schultz et al., 1997; Bermudez and Schultz, 2010; Steinberg et al., 2013).

Signals related to the sign of the prediction error have been found in a qualitative way in many brain areas besides the midbrain dopamine neurons. However, the literature is very sparse on demonstrating a neural code that explicitly and in a quantitative manner represents the difference between the actual and expected outcomes. My PhD thesis was concerned with studying the neural basis of $\lambda$ (actual outcome) magnitude, which is a critical parameter in determining the size of the prediction error, hence the magnitude of learning. I have used eyeblink conditioning in mice as the model system. The behavioral properties of this simple form of motor learning have been extensively studied and many of the underlying neural substrates have been identified, thereby making this paradigm ideal for examining the neuronal coding of motor error signals. In the next sections, I briefly describe the role of the cerebellum and its associated circuitry in eyeblink conditioning.

1.2 Cerebellum: the neuronal machine

Detailed anatomical and electrophysiological description of the cerebellum microcircuitry was first provided in the landmark book ‘The Cerebellum as a Neuronal Machine’ published by Eccles and his colleagues in 1967 (Eccles and et al., 1967). The most outstanding feature of this circuitry is perhaps its precise geometrical arrangement (Ito, 2006). Purkinje cells, which are the sole output neurons of the cerebellar cortex, receive two types of input from parallel fibers and climbing fibers (Fig. 1). Parallel fibers originate from granule cells, which in turn receive excitatory input from mossy fibers.
Mossy fibers convey information from many different sources in the central nervous system including the spinal cord and numerous structures in the brain stem, such as the Pons. Climbing fibers, on the other hand, are formed by the axons of the inferior olive neurons and convey sensory information into the cerebellar cortex. Inhibitory axons of Purkinje cells innervate Deep Cerebellar Nuclei (DCN), which in turn project to targets outside the cerebellum. It was further shown that there are inhibitory projections from the interpositus nucleus, which is one of the cerebellar nuclei, to the inferior olive (Andersson and Hesslow, 1987a; Andersson et al., 1988). Thereby olivo-cerebellar, cortico-nuclear, and nucleo-olivary projections form the olivo-cerebello-olivary loop that is particularly relevant to my PhD thesis (Fig. 1).

The cerebellar cortex is structurally partitioned into microzones that represent the minimal functional units of the cerebellum. All Purkinje cells within a microzone receive climbing fiber input from the same peripheral receptive field, and innervate the same subset of cerebellar nuclei cells. Moreover nuclear cells send inhibitory collaterals only to the olivary neurons that correspond to the same microzone; hence discrete olivo-cortico-nuclear complexes are formed (Oscarsson, 1979; Andersson and Hesslow, 1987b; Apps and Garwicz, 2005). Olivary neurons projecting to the same microzone are electrically coupled through gap junctions and have synchronized activity.

Eccles and colleagues also provided detailed characterization of electrophysiological responses triggered by parallel fibers and climbing fibers in the Purkinje cells. Two types of spikes are produced in Purkinje cells. Simple spikes are conventional action potentials that are generated in response to parallel fiber inputs.
However, climbing fibers evoke multi-component, calcium-based, action potentials called complex spikes, aka climbing fiber responses.

But what is the function of the highly stereotyped cerebellar circuitry? A few years after the classic description of the cerebellar neuronal circuitry was published, theorists Marr and Albus proposed seminal models of cerebellar function based on its neural circuitry (Marr, 1969; Albus, 1971). These models proposed that climbing fiber responses represent prediction error signals and function as a ‘teacher’ to modify the motor output of the cerebellum. This modification is done through inducing plasticity at the parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapses which are concurrently active with the climbing fibers. Much of the evidence in support of the classic Marr-Albus theories has come from a simple form of motor learning: eyeblink conditioning.

### 1.3 Eyeblink conditioning: a simple cerebellar-dependent learning task

The classic conditioning of the eyeblink reflex is a simple and robust model for the evaluation of cerebellar motor learning. Repeated presentations of a neutral stimulus such as a light or an auditory stimulus (conditioned stimulus, CS), and an eyeblink-reflex eliciting stimulus, such as an airpuff to the eye (unconditioned stimulus, US) (Strughold, 1930) will result in a closing movement of the eyelid that anticipates the occurrence of the airpuff (conditioned response, CR) (Gormezano et al., 1962).

Previous work from many laboratories has demonstrated a straightforward mapping between the CS, US, CR, and the cerebellar neural circuitry (Medina et al., 2000; Thompson and Steinmetz, 2009; Boele et al., 2010). In brief it is shown that the CS is conveyed via mossy fibers, and the US is transferred through climbing fibers. The
cerebellar cortex is involved in forming the CR, possibly through the induction of plasticity in the form of LTD (long-term depression), which results from the coactivation of parallel fibers and climbing fibers (Ito and Kano, 1982; Ito, 2006; Dean et al., 2010). This plasticity will in turn result in the disinhibition of interpositus nucleus which relays conditioned responses to the eyeblink-related motor neurons (Fig. 1).

Of particular relevance to the research in this dissertation is the role that climbing fibers play in adaptation of conditioned eyelid responses. Various studies (Hesslow and Ivarsson, 1996; Kim et al., 1998; Medina et al., 2002) indicate that climbing fibers are activated in response to the US at the beginning of conditioning, when the animals still have not learned to blink in response to the CS, and are therefore committing errors. However, the US-related climbing fiber response is lost when the animals close their eyelid at the time of the US, hence making prediction errors nil. Therefore, the activity of climbing fibers is generally consistent with coding for prediction errors.

It has been hypothesized that olivary neurons that give rise to climbing fibers act as neural comparators, i.e. they compare the excitatory input which comes from the US and represents the ‘occurred outcome’, with the inhibitory input which originates from the interpositus nucleus and represents the ‘predicted outcome’. Thereby the net activity of olivary neurons (and their climbing fiber axons) in response to the US is an indicative of the prediction error (Simpson et al., 1996; De Zeeuw et al., 1998). This hypothesis provides a neural implementation of the Rescorla-Wagner model (Eq.1) during cerebellar learning.

Learning theories suggest that the magnitude of the prediction error is the quantity that drives trial-by-trial adaptation (Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Sutton and
Barto, 1998). However, this parameter has received sparse attention in the eyeblink-conditioning field. The motivation behind the studies in my dissertation was to address this gap, and discover the trial-by-trial representation of the magnitude of prediction errors during cerebellar learning. We took an initial step to address this problem by studying the encoding of the intensity of the unconditioned stimulus, which represents the actual outcome in the Rescorla-Wagner model (Eq.1, $\lambda$), during eyeblink conditioning. In the first chapter of my thesis, I will examine the relationship between US intensity and the amount of trial-by-trial adaptation during eyeblink conditioning in mice. In the remaining chapters we will take advantage of two-photon imaging tools to explore climbing fiber representation of US intensity in awake naïve mice.
Figure 1-1  Cerebellar circuitry and the eyelid conditioning

CS, US, and CR pathways are mapped onto the cerebellar neural circuitry. CS: Conditioned Stimulus; US: Unconditioned Stimulus. CR: Conditioned Response. Figure from (Medina et al., 2002).
CHAPTER 2: Contribution of short-term memory to single-trial motor adaptation in mice

Farzaneh Najafi ¹ and Javier F. Medina ²

¹ Department of Biology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA
² Department of Psychology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA

2.1 Novel method for doing eyeblink conditioning in mice

The classic animal models for doing eyeblink conditioning are rabbits (Gormezano et al., 1962). These animals acquire conditioned responses (CRs) gradually, after several training sessions that include hundreds of paired presentations of the conditioned and unconditioned stimuli (CS and US, respectively). Such gradual learning is expected given that eyeblink conditioning is a form of motor learning, and the learning of motor skills occurs gradually. This is in contrast to other forms of learning, particularly fear conditioning, which occur immediately only after the exposure to the fearful stimulus (Maren, 2001). Additionally, rabbits demonstrate proper timing of conditioned responses, such that their maximum eyelid closure occurs near the time of US delivery (Smith, 1968). Proper adaptive timing is another distinguishing characteristic of motor learning.

Eyeblink conditioning in mice is by far more challenging compared to rabbits (Takatsuki et al., 2001; Woodruff-Pak, 2006). Conventionally, it is performed in freely
moving mice using very strong unconditioned stimuli. In such conditions, mice generally demonstrate very rapid learning, within only a few trials. Additionally their conditioned responses possess poor temporal characteristics that do not match the timing of the US. Such learning properties are inconsistent with the features of motor learning, implying that the current methods of eyeblink conditioning in mice may chiefly induce fear conditioning (Boele et al., 2010). This is a major drawback since fear conditioning and classical eyeblink conditioning involve different neuronal circuitries (McCormick and Thompson, 1984; Maren, 2001).

We initially used the freely moving approach in order to set up eyeblink conditioning in our lab (Fig. 1A; see methods for details). A brief tone was used as the CS, and the US was a puff of air delivered to the animal’s eye. In order to record the eyelid closure I used the Magnetic Distance Measurement Technique (Koekkoek et al., 2002) (Fig. 1B). In this method a very small magnet is glued on the lower eyelid and an electro-magnetometer is used to measure the magnetic field produced by the magnet. The strength of the magnetometer signal is a function of its distance with the magnet (Fig. 1C). Figure 1D demonstrates the performance of example mice trained by this method. Approximately 30% of the mice could achieve proper learning (Fig. 1D, left). The rest of the mice, however, showed poor learning and failed to acquire reliable conditioned responses (Fig. 1D, right).

Since eyeblink conditioning in freely moving mice was not efficient, we used a novel method to condition mice (Fig. 2A). We mounted head-fixed mice on top of a treadmill, which allowed them to move despite being head-restrained. This method proved to be remarkably efficient. Mice achieved learning criteria comparable to those of
rabbits that were quite unprecedented in the literature of mouse eyeblink conditioning. Figures 2B-C show the average eyelid position and the CR% for one of the earliest mice that I trained using the head-fixed locomotive method.

The behavioral data that I present in the next sections come from head-fixed mice on a cylindrical treadmill. I used a light-emitting diode (LED) as the CS, and periocular airpuff stimulation as the US. Additionally, a high-speed camera, instead of the magnetic system, was used to record eyelid movements (Chettih et al., 2011). This helped with eliminating the non-linearity inherent in the magnetic system (see Fig. 1C).

2.2 Learning the strength of the unconditioned stimulus

A key prediction of learning theories such as the Rescorla-Wagner model is that the amount of adaptation scales proportionally with the magnitude of the prediction error. Evidence from motor learning tasks, which involved visual (Franklin and Wolpert, 2008) or mechanical perturbations of the movement (Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Scheidt et al., 2001), is generally consistent with the hypothesis on proportionality of learning with error magnitude (cf. chapter 6.1).

Pertinent to the proportionality hypothesis is the influence of the intensity of the unconditioned stimulus on the magnitude of learning. As mentioned in the introduction of my dissertation, the strength of the US represents the magnitude of the actual outcome. Therefore, an unexpected change in US strength will produce a prediction error, whose magnitude will be related to how much the US intensity was modified.
The influence of US intensity has been briefly examined in some classic studies of conditioning. For example, it was first shown by Pavlov that a weak CS, which normally is not suitable for eliciting CRs, could be changed to an effective CS by increasing the strength of the US (Passey, 1948). Further studies in humans and rabbits also showed a positive effect of the US intensity upon the rate of acquisition of conditioned eyelid responses (Passey, 1948; Spence and Taylor, 1951; Spence, 1953; Spence et al., 1958; Hoehler and Leonard, 1981; Kehoe and White, 2002). However, a thorough experimental analysis of the influence of US intensity on conditioning is still lacking. In particular, no evidence is available for the effects of US intensity on eyeblink conditioning in mice.

In my first behavioral experiment, I tested the hypothesis that the magnitude of conditioned eyelid responses scales proportionally with the intensity of the US. After mice were fully trained and asymptotic learning was achieved, I introduced daily sessions that included several blocks of trials (11 blocks, 50 trials per block). The strength of the US was kept constant for each block, but it was randomly varied from one block to the next. To study the influence of US intensity on learning, I computed the average position (Fig. 3A) and velocity (Fig. 3B) of eyelid traces across the last 30 trials of each block. Figure 3 illustrates the summary of all sessions (n=13; slid lines: average; shades: s.e.m.), demonstrating that mice adjust their conditioned responses according to the strength of the unconditioned stimulus. Next I quantified the CR magnitude by taking the average of eyelid signal in the last 30ms prior to airpuff delivery. Mean CR position (Fig. 3C) and CR velocity (Fig. 3D) are shown for different blocks of US intensity for
each session (black dots: individual sessions; red: average). Our results demonstrate a positive correlation between the magnitude of CR and the US intensity.

2.3 Time course of gain-up and gain-down adaptation to the US intensity

The time course of motor adaptation has been suggested to depend on the direction of learning (Li et al., 1995; Boyden and Raymond, 2003; Kojima et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2006). For instance, it has been shown that vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) adaptation, which is a cerebellar-learning task, occurs at different time courses during gain-up (increasing the gain of normal VOR) and gain-down (decreasing the gain of normal VOR) trainings (Boyden and Raymond, 2003). Similarly, a study of saccadic adaptation, which also depends on cerebellar circuitry, has shown that decreasing and increasing the gain of saccades are not simply mirror images of each other, suggesting that distinct mechanisms may underlie these two directions of motor learning (Kojima et al., 2004).

In the previous section, we showed that mice could adapt the magnitude of their conditioned eyelid responses based on the US intensity. Here, we examined the time course of CR adaptation, within single sessions, to US intensity. In particular we compared the temporal properties of adaptation between the following two conditions. 1) “Gain-up”, in which the airpuff strength is changed from weak to strong. 2) “Gain-down”, in which a strong-to-weak change in airpuff intensity occurs.

Fully trained mice were given daily sessions in which the airpuff strength was changed after ~50 trials, and then it was kept constant for hundreds of trials, until the end of the session. Figure 4A represents the CR magnitude, trial-by-trial, for 4
consecutive sessions in an example mouse. Sessions in which the strength of the airpuff was increased are shown in black, and sessions in which the strength of the airpuff was decreased are shown in blue. In agreement with our previous experiment (ref. section 2.2), we found that a weak-to-strong change of the US (gain-up) induced an increase in the amplitude of the CRs (Fig. 4A, black), and a strong-to-weak US change (gain-down) resulted in smaller CRs (Fig. 4A, blue). We will refer to these two directions of adaptation as gain-up and gain-down, respectively.

The time course of adaptation to the gain-up and gain-down conditions appeared quite different: CR adaptation occurred rapidly when the US intensity was increased (Fig. 4A, black). However CRs were much more gradually adapted to decreases in US intensity (Fig. 4A, blue). We quantified this effect by fitting exponentials to the magnitude of all CRs after the change point. The gain-down adaptation could be fit by a single exponential with a slow time constant (Fig. 6A, black exponentials on panels “Gain-down1” and “Gain-down2”; time constant: 194 and 117 trials, respectively). The gain-up adaptation, however, was better fit by two exponentials, one very fast (Fig. 4A, red exponentials on panels “Gain-up1” and “Gain-up2”; time constant: 23 and 27 trials, respectively), and one much slower (Fig. 4A, green exponentials on panels “Gain-up1” and “Gain-up2”; time constant: 159 and 116 trials, respectively).

The population summary of all gain-up and gain-down sessions (n=6; Fig. 4B-E) confirm the results of the representative data shown in Figure 4A. The time constant of the gain-up adaptation was 25±2 trials for the fast exponential (Fig. 4B,C red; mean±s.e.m.) and 138±22 trials for the slow exponential (Fig. 4B,C, green; mean±s.e.m.). On the other hand, the time constant of the gain-down adaptation was
171±18 trials (Fig. 4B,C, black exponential; mean±s.e.m.). The mean eyelid traces before the puff change (Fig. 4D, blue) and in consecutive blocks of trials after the puff change (Fig. 4D, cyan, green, orange, red, respectively) are shown for the gain-up (Fig. 4D, top) and gain-down (Fig. 4D, bottom) conditions. The corresponding CR positions (Fig. 4E) demonstrate the gradual learning induced by the reduction of US intensity (Fig. 4D,E, bottom), and the rapid learning induced by the enhancement of US intensity (Fig. 4D,E, top).

2.4 CR adaptation to single perturbations of US intensity

Insights about the mechanisms underlying motor adaptation have come from studies that examined how humans adjust their movements trial-by-trial during the learning process (Thorughman et al., 2007). However, there are limited reports of trial-by-trial motor adaptation in other animal models despite the obvious advantages they offer for understanding the neural underpinnings. Here we studied, for the first time, trial-by-trial adaptation during eyeblink conditioning in mice.

Mice were initially trained with a medium-strength airpuff. To assess single-trial adaptation, we introduced sessions in which the medium-strength trials ('normal' trials) were interspersed with ~10% “perturbation” trials, i.e. occasional trials in which the LED (conditioned stimulus) was presented with either no airpuff (Fig. 5A, cyan box) or with a strong airpuff stimulus (Fig. 5D, red box) (inter-trial interval, ITI, for all trials: ~7sec). The mean difference traces (n=8 mice; ~20 sessions per mouse; ~50 perturbation trials per session), which demonstrate the change in the eyelid-position trace from one trial to the next, are shown for the normal (no perturbation) condition (Fig. 5B,E, black), as well as
the two perturbation conditions (Fig. 5B blue: no-puff, Fig. 5E, red: strong-puff). We found that the magnitude of the learned blinks (CRs) was slightly decreased on the trial immediately following the no-puff perturbation (Fig. 5B blue), and it was slightly increased on the trial after the strong-puff perturbation (Fig. 5E red). This is in contrast to normal trials, after which no change in the eyelid position occurred (Fig. 5B,E black). The change in CR magnitude is quantified for individual mice (Fig. 5C,F), demonstrating that the majority of mice adapted their CRs on the trial that immediately follows a perturbation trial (Fig. 5C blue; Fig. 5F red). Additionally CR adaptation occurred in the direction of perturbation, i.e. CR got smaller after the no-puff perturbation (Fig. 5C blue), and they got bigger after the strong-puff perturbation (Fig. 5F red); however CRs were not changed after a normal trial (Fig. 5C,F, black).

Next, we studied if the single-trial adaptation described above relied on an associative process. In other words, we studied if the reduction in CR amplitude after the no-puff trial is a form of non-associative learning merely induced by the absence of airpuff; or, if this CR adaptation occurs because the light stimulus is presented but the US is unexpectedly omitted. Similarly, the single-trial adaptation after a strong puff could be due to a sensitization process merely induced by the presence of a strong airpuff; or, it could be due to the unexpected association of the light stimulus with a strong airpuff, in lieu of a normally medium airpuff.

In other to address the potential non-associative mechanisms mentioned above, we omitted the light stimulus in some of the perturbation trials (Fig. 5A,D, green box). Therefore, a “gap” trial, i.e. a trial without CS or US (Fig. 5A, green box), was used to control for the no-puff-driven adaptation. On the other hand, a puff-alone trial, i.e. a trial
with a strong US and no CS (Fig. 5D, green box), was used to control for the adaptation after the strong airpuff. We found that the eyelid trace after the gap condition was not significantly changed (Fig. 5B green); however it was significantly enhanced after the strong-puff-alone condition (Fig. 5E green). The quantification of CR change in individual mice (Fig. 5C,F, green) confirms these results. Therefore, we conclude that the adaptation after a no-puff perturbation relies on an associative process that requires presentation of the light stimulus in the absence of the periocular airpuff. In contrast, other non-associative factors such as sensitization seem to largely explain the single-trial effect after a strong-airpuff perturbation.

2.5 Temporal properties of single-trial adaptation to US intensity

Previous studies have suggested that single-trial motor memory may be short-lived (Huang and Shadmehr, 2007; Yang and Lisberger, 2010). To study how long single-trial memory lasts in eyeblink conditioning, we randomly varied the time interval following the perturbation trial (Fig. 6A, middle, bottom). In particular, mice were trained in sessions that included occasional (~10%) no-puff or strong-puff perturbation trials in addition to the normal medium-airpuff trials. The trial following the perturbation trial was delivered at a random interval within [1 60] sec (ITI for the rest of the trials: ~7sec). In order to control for the effects of passage of time on learning in the absence of perturbation, we did additional experiments in which all trials were normal and the ITI was randomly varied in occasional trials, similar to how it was varied in perturbation experiments (Fig. 6A, top).
Figure 6B illustrates the mean difference traces (i.e. the change in eyelid position from the trial under study to the next trial; n=16 mice; ~25 session per mouse) for the perturbation conditions (Fig. 6B, no-puff: blue traces in the middle; strong-puff: red traces in the bottom), and the normal condition (Fig. 6B, black traces on top; also superimposed on the no-puff and strong-puff conditions for comparison). Our results indicate that learning following normal trials as well as the perturbation trials is ITI-dependent (Fig. 6B).

We found that in the absence of any perturbations, the size of conditioned responses starts to decrease after ~10 seconds (Fig. 6B top). On the other hand, the comparison of single-trial adaptation between the normal and no-puff trials (Fig. 6B, middle, black, blue, respectively) reveals that CR magnitude decreases after a no-puff trial. However, this adaptation lasts only for 60 seconds. In other words, if the trial following the no-puff perturbation arrives later than 60 seconds, CR magnitude will not be any longer modified by the perturbation (Fig. 6B, middle; 60-80sec; Note that the blue and black traces are superimposed). Similarly, a strong-puff perturbation induced an increase in CR magnitude (Fig. 6B, bottom), an effect that lasted only up to 60 seconds (Fig. 6B, bottom, 60-80sec).

A quantification of change in CR magnitude following the perturbation trials relative to the normal trials is shown (Fig. 6C). In brief, our findings suggest that single-trial adaptation to US intensity is transient; i.e. the amplitude of the CR is adaptively modified only within a narrow window of time, lasting ~60 seconds after the perturbation trial. Additionally, in the absence of any perturbations, a decrement in CR magnitude
occurs after ~10 seconds. A forgetting or an extinction-like mechanism could drive this effect.
Figure 2-1  Eyeblink conditioning in freely moving mice

(A) The freely moving setup. Commutator allows the mouse to freely move in the cage. The speaker delivers the tone stimulus (CS). (B) Adopted from (De Zeeuw et al., 2004), it demonstrates the magnet-based technique used for measuring the eyelid closure. (C) Relation between the magnetometer (NVE chip) signal and the distance between the magnet and the chip. (D) Performance of two example mice conditioned with the freely moving setup. Proper learning was observed in almost 30% of the mice (left). The rest of the mice demonstrated poor learning (right).
Figure 2-2  Eyeblink conditioning in head-fixed locomotive mice

(A) Mice are mounted on top of a treadmill. LED and airpuff provide the CS and US, respectively. Eyelid movement is recorded with a magnetometer. (B) Average eyelid position is shown for the first 5 training days of one of the earliest mice that I trained using this method. (C) CR percentage for the same mouse is shown. The performance is comparable to rabbit eyeblink conditioning.
Figure 2-3  CR adaptation to the US intensity
Mean eyelid position (A) and eyelid velocity (B) across sessions in which different intensities of the airpuff were used as the US. Legend indicates US intensity. Mean CR position (C) and CR velocity (D) across sessions in which different intensities of the airpuff were used as the US.
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Figure 2-4  Time course of gain-up and gain-down adaptation to US intensity

(A). CR position is shown, trial-by-trial, in 4 consecutive sessions that included a single change of US intensity (trial 0). In “Gain-up” sessions (black), US was made stronger after the change point. In “Gain-down” sessions (blue), US was made weaker. Exponential fits to the CRs after the change point are shown (red and green for the gain-up; black for the gain-down). (B-E) Population summary of all gain-up and all gain-down sessions (n=6). (B) Trial-by-trial CR position averaged across all gain-up (black) and gain-down (blue) sessions. (Shade: s.e.m.). Superimposed are the exponential fits (red and green for the gain-up; black for the gain-down). (C) Time constants of exponential fits to CR adaptation (mean±s.e.m); red and green correspond to the fast and slow exponentials of the gain-up condition. Black corresponds to the single exponential fit to the gain-down condition. (D) Average of eyelid traces before the puff change (blue, trials -10:0) and in blocks of 50 trials after the puff change (cyan, green, orange, and red, respectively) shown for gain-up (top) and gain-down (bottom) conditions. (E) Average CR magnitude for each block of trials surrounding the change point (±s.e.m). Gain-up condition (top) induces a rapid learning which will be followed by a much more gradual learning. In contrast, the gain-down condition induces a gradual, slow adaptation (bottom).
Figure 2-5  Single-trial adaptation to US intensity

No-puff perturbation:  (A) Schematic illustrates the no-puff perturbation experiments. The airpuff was medium on most of the trials, but it was removed on some occasional trials ("no puff", cyan box). In order to control for any non-associative effect, the light stimulus was also removed from some of the no-puff trials ("gap", green box).  (B) The “difference” traces demonstrating the change in eyelid position following a normal, no-puff, and gap trial (n = 8 mice, solid lines: average; shaded areas: s.e.m).  (C) Each data point corresponds to an individual mouse and represents the change in CR size following a particular condition (normal, no-puff, and no-light). The large green dots represent the average across mice (n=8). Strong-puff perturbation: Similar to the no-puff perturbation experiments, except that the airpuff was made stronger on some occasional trials.  (D-F) Same as (A-C), but for strong-puff experiments.
Figure 2-6  Single-trial adaptation to US intensity is transient

(A) Schematic illustrates the experiments that examined the timescale of single-trial adaptation. Normal sessions only included medium-strength airpuff trials; the inter-trial intervals were selected randomly from the range [1 60] sec. No-puff and strong-puff sessions included occasional no-puff or strong-puff perturbation trials in addition to the medium-strength airpuff trials. The trial following the perturbation trial was delivered at a random interval within [1 60] sec. Shaded boxes indicate the trials that were used for computing the “difference” traces in B.

(B) “Difference” traces, which demonstrate the change in eyelid position following the normal, no-puff, and strong-puff trials, are shown for different ITIs (n = 16 mice; mean±s.e.m). The traces for the normal condition are superimposed on the no-puff and strong-puff conditions for comparison.

(C) Average change in CR size after the no-puff (blue) and strong-puff (red) trials relative to the change following the normal trials is shown for different ITIs (n=16 mice; bars: s.e.m; asterisks indicate significance relative to the normal condition, p < 0.05).
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3.1 Abstract

Arguments about the function of the climbing fiber (CF) input to the cerebellar cortex have fueled a rabid debate that started over 40 years ago, and continues to polarize the field to this day. The origin of the controversy can be traced back to 1969, the year David Marr published part of his dissertation work in a paper entitled “A theory of cerebellar cortex.” In Marr’s theory, CFs play a key role during the process of motor learning, providing an instructive signal that serves as a “teacher” for the post-synaptic Purkinje cells. Although this influential idea has found its way into the mainstream, a number of objections have been raised. For example, several investigators have pointed out that the seemingly “all-or-nothing” activation of the CF input provides little information and is too ambiguous to serve as an effective instructive signal. Here, we take a fresh look at these arguments in light of new evidence about the peculiar physiology of CFs. Based on recent findings we propose that at the level of an individual Purkinje cell, a
graded instructive signal can be effectively encoded via pre- or post-synaptic modulation of its one and only CF input.

Marr’s idea that cerebellar climbing fibers (CFs) play the role of “teachers” during motor learning was a stroke of genius. Like the rest of the hypotheses first introduced in his revolutionary “A theory of cerebellar cortex” (Marr, 1969), the idea that CFs provide instructive signals was built from the ground up, based on first principles and a deep understanding of the computational problems that need to be solved in motor control. In addition, Marr relied extensively on detailed knowledge about the wiring circuit and the physiology of the cerebellar cortex, which had been compiled just a few years before in a remarkable book by (Eccles and et al., 1967). We may never know with certainty what led to the aha moment that sparked the idea that CFs could act as “teachers”; but one can only imagine that in developing his pioneering theory, Marr must have been particularly intrigued by the unique properties of the CF input and the peculiar response it generates in the post-synaptic Purkinje cell.

3.2 “All-or-Nothing” Instructive Signals

Climbing fibers are the axons sent by neurons in the inferior olive to the contralateral cerebellum (Figure 1A; red; (Eccles et al., 1966a; Desclin, 1974; Schmolesky et al., 2002; Ohtsuki and Hirano, 2008). One of the most striking features of this olivo-cerebellar projection is that in the adult cerebellar cortex, each Purkinje cell is innervated by a single CF (Eccles et al., 1966a; Schmolesky et al., 2002; Ohtsuki and Hirano, 2008). This is one of the most powerful excitatory synapses in the brain (Eccles et al., 1966b), comprising more than 1000 contacts distributed all along the proximal
portion of the Purkinje cell dendritic tree (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974; Strata and Rossi, 1998). As a result, activation of a single olivary neuron results in a large electrical event in the soma of the post-synaptic Purkinje cell, termed the “complex spike” (CS; (Thach, 1967) because it consists of a fast initial spike followed by several slower spikelets of smaller amplitude separated from each other by 2–3 ms (Figure 1B5; asterisk; (Eccles et al., 1966b). The CS can be easily distinguished from the so called “simple spikes” (Thach, 1967), normal action potentials fired constantly by the Purkinje cells at high rates (Figure 1B5; thin lines). The cause of the spikelets in the CS was disputed for years (Armstrong and Rawson, 1979; Campbell et al., 1983), but recent work has demonstrated that they are a result of the interaction between local resurgent sodium currents in the Purkinje cell soma (Raman and Bean, 1997, 1999a, b; Schmolesky et al., 2002), and the characteristic activation of the pre-synaptic CFs, which tend to fire in brief high-frequency bursts of 1–6 spikes (Figure 1B1; (Crill, 1970; Armstrong, 1974; Mathy et al., 2009).

From the very beginning, the somatic CS was described as being “all-or-nothing” (Eccles et al., 1966b), a label that has stuck to this day. This characterization of the CS is based on the finding that direct microstimulation of the inferior olive causes a seemingly binary response in the post-synaptic Purkinje cell (Eccles et al., 1966b): “nothing” if the strength of stimulation is below a certain threshold, or a unitary (“all”) CS for all strengths above threshold (Figure 1B5; same CS for weak or strong inferior olive stimulation). In other words, the CS evoked in an individual Purkinje cell is unaffected if additional CFs are activated by increasing the strength of stimulation in the inferior olive. These groundbreaking experiments hold an important place in history, partly because in
showing that the post-synaptic CF response does not depend on the number of stimulated cells in the inferior olive, they helped demonstrate that each Purkinje cell must receive input from one-and-only-one CF. Importantly, the “all-or-nothing” quality of the post-synaptic CS also implies that the response of the sole pre-synaptic CF input is not graded with the strength of olivary stimulation, and must itself be “all-or-nothing” as well (Figure 1B1; same 3-spike burst for weak or strong IO stimulation). Later studies confirmed this prediction by recording directly from individual neurons in the inferior olive, and showing that their spiking response varies little with the strength of stimulation (Crill, 1970). This finding has far-reaching implications and is at the center of a heated debate about the functional role of the CF input.

3.3 Spontaneous Climbing Fibers and the Signal-to-Noise Problem

To Marr, the idiosyncratic properties of the olivo-cerebellar system could only mean one thing: each individual “all-or-nothing” CF input represents an “elemental” instruction that provides information about what the correct movement should be in a given context (Marr, 1969). It is important to remember that in the original theory, these instructive signals could be encoded in either motor or sensory coordinates (Marr, 1969). For example, if an obstacle is placed in front of the right foot causing the subject to trip while walking on a treadmill, the appropriate elemental instruction could be represented using motor commands coming from cerebral cortex (e.g., “lift right foot”), or sensory-related inputs coming from peripheral activation of cutaneous receptors (e.g., “the right foot hit an obstacle”). In either case, the idea was that the CF input would be providing an instructive signal to the Purkinje cell, triggering mechanisms of plasticity that would
be used to correct subsequent movements (i.e., lift the right foot higher on the next step cycle and avoid the obstacle).

Almost 45 years after Marr’s original proposal, his hypothesis remains controversial and the cerebellar field is still divided with regards to how CF signals are used to exert control over our movements (De Schutter and Maex, 1996; Simpson et al., 1996; Llinas, 2011). It appears that at least in some motor learning tasks, CFs are activated in a manner that is compatible with their presumed role as “teachers” (Gilbert and Thach, 1977; Raymond et al., 1996; Simpson et al., 1996; Kitazawa et al., 1998; Raymond and Lisberger, 1998; Ito, 2006; Medina and Lisberger, 2008; Rasmussen et al., 2008; Soetedjo et al., 2008b). Further support comes from in vitro studies showing that CF inputs can trigger a variety of synaptic plasticity mechanisms in Purkinje cells (for reviews, see (Hansel et al., 2001; Gao et al., 2012). However, a number of questions have been raised about the potential instructive role of CFs during motor learning, particularly with regards to the problems inherent in representing information with “all-or-nothing” signals from spontaneously active neurons (Llinas and Welsh, 1993; Llinas et al., 1997).

One argument against the idea that CFs act as “teachers” is that the “all-or-nothing” CF input is ambiguous from the point of view of an individual Purkinje cell, and suffers from the so-called “signal-to-noise” problem (Llinas et al., 1997). The trouble is that CFs are spontaneously active about once per second (Armstrong, 1974; Simpson et al., 1996), and at least in the prevailing view (Figure 1B), the post-synaptic Purkinje cell would have no way of distinguishing between these frequent spontaneous activations (“noise”), and the few which occur during motor learning and presumably encode
elemental instructions ("signal"). Even if Purkinje cells were somehow able to discriminate between instructive and spontaneous CF inputs, the “all-or-nothing” character of the CF signal would put a hard limit on how much information can be encoded. At best, a CF could fire ("all") to signal “lift right foot” or remain silent ("nothing") to signal “do not lift right foot,” but it would not be able to provide useful parametric information about how far to lift it. These theoretical considerations call into question the ability of individual CFs to provide efficient instructive signals for motor learning. But are CFs really such “bad teachers?”

3.4 Pooling Together CF Signals: there is Strength in Numbers

Previous theoretical studies have suggested that even though a single “all-or-nothing” CF signal is ambiguous, an individual Purkinje cell could still solve the “signal-to-noise” problem by collecting information from its CF input across many trials (Sejnowski, 1977; Kawato and Gomi, 1992; Gilbert, 1993; Mauk and Donegan, 1997; Mauk et al., 1997; Kenyon et al., 1998; Spoelstra et al., 2000; Dean et al., 2010). In these computational models, CF activity works as an equilibrium point signal: the CF fires (“all”) to trigger plasticity when an error is made and the movement needs to be adjusted, but is silent (“nothing”) if the movement is performed correctly. Because a single spontaneous CF input cannot be distinguished from a single error-related CF input, it is assumed that both types of CF signals are equally capable of inducing plasticity. However, only those CF signals that are repeatedly triggered with high probability in a specific learning context would lead to an enduring change in the Purkinje cell. This solves one problem, but leaves unanswered one important question: how can “all-or-nothing” CFs provide parametric information about the size of the error?
After all, an effective instructive signal should indicate whether the movement (Wise et al., 2010) requires just a small adjustment or a major overhaul.

An “all-or-nothing” CF signal cannot carry much information by itself, but instructive signals with details about error size could be encoded, at least in theory, by pooling together the activity of many olivary neurons. For example, the instructive signal “lift right foot” could be represented by activating any one of ten CFs, while at the same time graded information about how far to lift it could be encoded by modulating how many of the ten are simultaneously activated. The olivo-cerebellar system seems perfectly suited for this type of synchronous population coding: neighboring neurons in the inferior olive are electrically coupled by dendrodendritic gap junctions (Llinas et al., 1974; Sotelo et al., 1974; De Zeeuw et al., 1996; De Zeeuw et al., 1997; Marshall et al., 2007), and as a result, small groups of CFs converging on the same narrow parasagittal strip of cerebellar cortex have a tendency to fire synchronously (Bell and Kawasaki, 1972; Llinas and Sasaki, 1989; Sugihara et al., 1993; Simpson et al., 1996; Lang et al., 1999; Kitazawa and Wolpert, 2005). Furthermore, the level of co-activation in the CF population appears to encode sensorimotor-related information (Lou and Bloedel, 1992; Welsh et al., 1995; Wylie et al., 1995; Lang, 2002; Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2009; Wise et al., 2010).

As pointed out by others (Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2009; Bengtsson et al., 2011; Otis et al., 2012), the level of CF co-activation could potentially be read out and used as an instructive signal in downstream neurons of the deep cerebellar nuclei which receive convergent input from many Purkinje cells (Palkovits et al., 1977; Person and Raman, 2012). However, our concern here is with the representation of instructive
signals at the level of an individual Purkinje cell, which receives input from a single CF (Eccles et al., 1966b; Schmolesky et al., 2002; Ohtsuki et al., 2009), and therefore does not have easy access to information encoded in the population. Note that in theory, a Purkinje cell could receive information about activation of neighboring CFs through spillover mechanisms (Szapiro and Barbour, 2007; Mathews et al., 2012), but this possibility will not be considered further in this paper. Instead, we will discuss alternative ways to enhance the information capacity of individual olivary neurons, using mechanisms that challenge the conventional view that all CF signals are created equal.

3.5 Modulation of the Pre-Synaptic Climbing Fiber Burst

New discoveries about the spike-generating mechanisms of olivary neurons are challenging conventional wisdom about the way CFs encode information. As noted earlier, CFs fire in brief high-frequency bursts, comprising 1–6 spikes separated from each other by 2–3 ms (Crill, 1970; Armstrong, 1974; Mathy et al., 2009). The burst is generated in the olivary axon itself, as a result of an intrinsic positive feedback loop (Mathy et al., 2009): the first spike is initiated in the axon, but it also backpropagates into the dendrites where it opens high-voltage-activated calcium channels that cause a prolonged depolarization lasting up to 10 ms. When this depolarization reaches the axon, it triggers the rest of the spikes in the burst.

At first glance, this seemingly automatic and self-driven burst mechanism appears to fit well with the “all-or-nothing” character of the CF response to brief olivary stimulation (Crill, 1970), which was mentioned earlier and is characterized by a single burst of spikes that varies little whether the initial depolarization is just above threshold
or much stronger (Figure 1B1). However, it is known that the processes underlying spike generation and dendritic depolarization are both influenced by a variety of factors, including the resting potential of the inferior olivary neuron (Llinas and Yarom, 1981; Ruigrok and Voogd, 1995). This opens up the possibility that information may be transmitted by modulating the number of spikes in the CF burst.

Indeed, the era of the “all-or-nothing” CF may be coming to an end. Recent studies have shown that the burst size, i.e., the number of spikes in the CF burst, is tightly regulated and provides extra information not available in the conventional binary signal (Maruta et al., 2007; Mathy et al., 2009; Bazzigaluppi et al., 2012; De Gruijl et al., 2012). For example, burst size is correlated with a number of critical parameters which together define the state of olivary neurons. These cells have a characteristic subthreshold membrane potential oscillation which is synchronized across neighboring olivary neurons via gap junctions (Lampl and Yarom, 1993, 1997; Devor and Yarom, 2002; Leznik and Llinas, 2005). It has been shown that the number of spikes in the CF burst varies systematically according to the phase of the oscillation in vitro (Mathy et al., 2009), the amplitude of the oscillation in vivo (Bazzigaluppi et al., 2012), and the extent of electrotonic coupling and synchrony in a computer model of the olivary network (De Gruijl et al., 2012). In addition, burst size can be used to distinguish between spontaneous and sensory-related CF signals evoked by sinusoidal whole-field visual stimulation (Maruta et al., 2007). This last study also found that the number of spikes in the CF burst varied systematically depending on the direction of the visual stimulus.

The findings of the studies mentioned in the preceding paragraph must be interpreted with some caution. As was also the case in previous experiments (Eccles et
al., 1966; Armstrong and Rawson, 1979), the number of spikes per CF burst was quite variable from one burst to the next and always fell within the same limited range (1–6 spikes), regardless of condition or behavioral state. Therefore, the changes in burst size for any given situation were small (<1 spike per burst) and could only be detected in the average as a slight probability bias toward generating more bursts with many (>4) or few (1) spikes. It remains to be seen whether such a fickle modulation of the CF-burst signal could play a functional role during motor learning, perhaps by regulating the induction of plasticity in the post-synaptic Purkinje cell (Mathy et al., 2009). Nonetheless, these groundbreaking experiments have demonstrated that the number of spikes in the CF burst is not entirely random and can thus provide parametric information not available in a binary code.

Figure 1C illustrates a straightforward way to encode a graded instructive signal by systematically modulating the number of spikes in the CF burst, e.g., 2 spikes for “no instruction” due to spontaneous activation, 3 for “lift right foot a little,” and 4 for “lift right foot a lot.” Clearly, this example is an oversimplification. In reality, codes based on burst size would be inherently noisy because as mentioned above, the number of spikes in the CF burst is subject to stochastic variations within a limited range. However, the information capacity of an individual CF would still be enhanced under conditions in which burst size is probabilistic and only slightly biased one way or another depending on the parametric details of the instruction. A similar proposal for encoding parametric information in the CF system was formulated on theoretical grounds almost 40 years ago (Gilbert, 1974).
One advantage of the code in Figure 1C1 is that it can be unambiguously read-out because a difference of just one spike in the CF burst has a substantial impact on the response evoked in the post-synaptic Purkinje cell. In the dendrites, burst size regulates the duration of the depolarizing plateau potential (Campbell et al., 1983a), the number of calcium spikes (Mathy et al., 2009), and the ability of the CF input to induce plasticity (Mathy et al., 2009; Figure 1C4). With regards to Purkinje cell output, burst size has a strong influence on both the number of CS-related spikes that are sent down the axon (Mathy et al., 2009), and the duration of the characteristic pause in simple spike activity that follows the CS (Mathy et al., 2009; Figure 1C5).

3.6 Modulation of the Post-Synaptic Climbing Fiber Response

It is often overlooked that the same groundbreaking paper that coined the term “all-or-nothing” to describe the Purkinje cell CS also made it very clear that the excitatory post-synaptic potential (EPSP) evoked after activation of the CF input could itself be graded (Eccles et al., 1966a): the size of the EPSP was shown to depend critically on the membrane potential. This observation has important implications for the coding of instructive signals in Purkinje cells, particularly as it pertains to the regulation of CF-evoked calcium influx in the dendrites.

Activation of the CF input causes a massive depolarization of the proximal dendrites of the Purkinje cell (Eccles et al., 1966a), triggering regenerative calcium spikes that propagate and cause calcium influx throughout the dendritic tree (Ross and Werman, 1987), including the terminal spiny branchlets (Konnerth et al., 1992; Miyakawa et al., 1992), where the excitatory parallel fiber (PF) synapses are located.
Dendritic calcium is the trigger for a wide variety of short-term (Batchelor and Garthwaite, 1997; Glitsch et al., 2000; Brenowitz and Regehr, 2003; Maejima et al., 2005; Rancz and Hausser, 2006) and long-term (Sakurai, 1990; Konnerth et al., 1992; Kano et al., 1996; Hansel and Linden, 2000; Miyata et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2000; Coesmans et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2007) mechanisms of plasticity in Purkinje cell synapses, and for this reason it is considered the neural implementation of behaviorally driven instructive signals at the most fundamental molecular level (for reviews, see (Hansel et al., 2001; Gao et al., 2012).

What is important about the CF-triggered dendritic calcium signal from a neural coding perspective is that just like the evoked EPSP, its amplitude can be modulated in vitro (Miyakawa et al., 1992; Midtgaard et al., 1993; Callaway et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2000) and in vivo (Kitamura and Hausser, 2011) by a variety of factors that influence the membrane potential of the Purkinje cell. For example, activation of inhibitory synapses from molecular layer interneurons (Figure 1A; green) causes a conductance shunt that reduces the amplitude of the CF-triggered calcium signal (Callaway et al., 1995). Conversely, dendritic calcium influx is significantly enhanced if the CF input is preceded by stimulation of the excitatory PF pathway (Wang et al., 2000), which by itself causes a small graded calcium response via activation of voltage-gated calcium channels as well as metabotropic receptor-dependent release from intracellular stores (Eilers et al., 1995; Takechi et al., 1998).

Figure 1D illustrates a straightforward way to encode a graded instructive signal by systematically modulating the amplitude of the CF-triggered calcium response in the Purkinje cell dendrites. The three signals corresponding to “no instruction” due to
spontaneous activation of the CF input, “lift right foot a little” and “lift right foot a lot” are associated with progressively increasing levels of PF excitation (Figure 1D3), and as a result, they are encoded in the dendrite as progressively larger calcium responses (Figure 1D4). Note that in this example there is a parallel systematic modulation of the characteristic post-CF pause in Purkinje cell activity (Figure 1D5), which is consistent with the recently described effect of extra dendritic calcium spikes on somatic spiking (Davie et al., 2008). On the other hand, the CS itself provides no parametric information about the instruction because it is the same regardless of the context in which the CF was activated (Figure 1D5). This is consistent with previous work demonstrating that the burst pattern of the CS is largely unaffected by dendritic events because the CF input causes a functional division between dendritic and axosomatic compartments (Davie et al., 2008).

We have made one key assumption in Figure 1D: the instructive signal that activates the CF input also activates some of the PF synapses on the same Purkinje cell. In other words, our proposal requires a high degree of spatial convergence in the cerebellar cortex: PF’s and CFs inputs representing the same type of information must come together at the level of individual Purkinje cells.

The field is currently divided with regards to this “convergence” hypothesis (Apps and Garwicz, 2005). Previous studies have provided irrefutable evidence that the CF receptive field of an individual Purkinje cell matches that of the mossy fibers located in the granular layer directly underneath (Garwicz et al., 1998; Brown and Bower, 2001; Voogd et al., 2003; Odeh et al., 2005; Pijpers et al., 2006; Apps and Hawkes, 2009). What is less clear is whether this vertically aligned spatial organization would result in
the Purkinje cell receiving the CF signal together with excitatory input from mossy fiber-driven PF's (Cohen and Yarom, 1998; Brown and Bower, 2001; Figure 1D), or with inhibitory input from mossy fiber-driven molecular layer interneurons (Ekerot and Jorntell, 2001; Ekerot and Jorntell, 2003) Figure 1E). Based on classic work (Eccles and et al., 1967; Eccles et al., 1972; Eccles, 1973), as well as more recent studies using in vivo imaging of peripherally evoked inhibitory responses in the cerebellar cortex (Gao et al., 2006) or patchy photostimulation of granule cells in vitro (Dizon and Khodakhah, 2011), we think both scenarios are possible. We suspect that the levels of local excitatory and inhibitory input may differ between groups of Purkinje cells, depending on their precise location relative to the activated PF’s. This raises the intriguing possibility that the mossy fiber pathway may be used to set the membrane potential of the Purkinje cell, and in this way adjust the efficacy of CF-related instructive signals.

3.7 Epilog: CF-Driven Plasticity in Purkinje Cells

Our paper highlights how graded modulation of individual CF inputs may be used for encoding parametric information about instructive signals. But to really understand the role of CFs in motor learning, we must first answer one fundamental question: if CFs are the “teachers,” who might the students be and what do they learn? In “A theory of cerebellar cortex,” Marr predicted that CFs would teach by modifying the strength of excitatory PF synapses (Figure 1A; cyan). Immediately after the publication of his revolutionary theory, Marr himself worked with Eccles on this topic, but “failed to discover any significant modification even after some hundreds of parallel fiber-climbing fiber inputs” (Eccles, 1973). This initial failure did not stop others from trying to induce plasticity by stimulating CFs with more physiological patterns. More than a decade later,
Masao Ito would become the first person to demonstrate CF-dependent long-term depression (LTD) of PF synapses (Ito and Kano, 1982). Since then, research about cerebellar plasticity has exploded (Gao et al., 2012). We now know that CFs can trigger a variety of long-term modifications in PF synapses (Figure 1A; cyan; (Ito and Kano, 1982), in molecular layer interneuron synapses (Figure 1A; green; (Kano et al., 1992; Duguid and Smart, 2004; Mittmann and Hausser, 2007), and even in the CF synapse itself (Figure 1A; red; (Hansel and Linden, 2000; Bosman et al., 2008; Ohtsuki and Hirano, 2008). The functional significance of these plasticity mechanisms remains largely unknown. We can only imagine that in contrast to the conventional “all-or-nothing” instructive CF input, the type of graded CF signals we have described here could provide an extra degree of flexibility for choosing carefully who the students are and what to teach them.
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Figure 3-1  Graded instructive signals in a Purkinje cell

(A) A schematic diagram of a Purkinje cell and its different synaptic inputs. Electrodes are placed in different locations to measure the extracellular spiking activity of the climbing fiber (1; red), a molecular layer interneuron (2; green), a parallel fiber (3; cyan) and the Purkinje cell axon (5; black). In addition, intracellular calcium signals are imaged in one of the Purkinje cell’s distal dendrites (4; black), near electrodes 2 and 3. (B–E) Spikes and calcium signals measured in the five locations shown in (A), under four different scenarios: when all climbing fiber signals are “all-or-nothing” whether firing is spontaneous (spont) or when the strength of stimulation in the inferior olive is weak or strong (B), when instructive signals to lift the foot “a little” or “a lot” influence the number of spikes in the climbing fiber burst (C), or when the instructive signals activate the climbing fiber simultaneously with parallel fiber inputs (D) and input from the molecular layer interneurons (E).
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4.1 Abstract

Climbing fibers are thought to contribute to cerebellar plasticity and learning by triggering a large influx of dendritic calcium in the postsynaptic Purkinje cell to signal the occurrence of an unexpected sensory event. However, climbing fibers fire about once per second whether or not an event occurs, raising the question of how sensory-driven signals might be distinguished from a background of ongoing spontaneous activity. Here we report that in Purkinje cell dendrites of awake mice, climbing fiber-triggered calcium signals are enhanced when the trigger is a sensory event. In addition, we show that a large fraction of the total enhancement in each Purkinje cell dendrite is driven by an additional boost of calcium provided by sensory activation of a non-climbing fiber input.
We suggest that sensory stimulation may enhance dendritic voltage and calcium in Purkinje cells to increase the strength of plasticity signals during cerebellar learning.

4.2 Introduction

Calcium is the trigger for cellular mechanisms of plasticity in many neurons throughout the brain and as such, it is thought to play a central role during learning and memory formation (Zucker, 1999; Sjostrom and Nelson, 2002). For Purkinje cells (PCs) of the cerebellar cortex, the job of generating the calcium signals necessary for plasticity and learning is often attributed to the powerful climbing fiber (CF) input (Thach et al., 1992; Raymond et al., 1996; Simpson et al., 1996; De Zeeuw et al., 1998; Ito, 2013). This is because in many learning tasks, CFs seem to play the role of “teachers” by firing a burst of action potentials to signal that an unexpected sensory event has occurred (Gilbert and Thach, 1977; Kitazawa et al., 1998; Raymond and Lisberger, 1998; Medina and Lisberger, 2008; Rasmussen et al., 2008; Soetedjo et al., 2008b). In turn, the CF burst produces a strong depolarization of the post-synaptic PC and causes a calcium-based dendritic spike that serves as the trigger for a variety of plasticity mechanisms (Schmolesky et al., 2002; Kitamura and Kano, 2013). In this paper, we use calcium imaging of PC dendrites in awake mice to resolve a long-standing question about the way CF inputs encode information and generate plasticity signals in the cerebellum.

It was pointed out 40 years ago that from the perspective of an individual PC, CF signals are potentially ambiguous (Gilbert, 1975). In the adult cerebellum each PC receives input from a single CF (Ito, 1984), and every CF fires bursts of action potentials spontaneously at a rate of about once per second in vivo (Ito, 1984). Furthermore, early
investigators demonstrated that because CF bursts are "all-or-nothing" (Crill, 1970), they evoke the same electrical response in the soma of the postsynaptic PC (i.e. a complex spike), regardless of whether the CF input fired spontaneously or in response to a sensory event (Eccles et al., 1966b). These classic electrophysiology studies have led to the current view of cerebellar learning, in which individual CF bursts are equivocal and for this reason, information about sensory-driven instructive signals must be accumulated by collecting the responses to CF inputs over many learning trials or many PCs (Houk et al., 1996; Mauk and Donegan, 1997; Gibson et al., 2004; Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2009).

Our experiments challenge the classical view that spontaneous and sensory-driven CF inputs are equivalent. This view does not take into account that the somatic and dendritic compartments of the PC are functionally separate and process CF signals independently during synaptic activation (Llinas and Sugimori, 1980; Davie et al., 2008). Therefore, we designed our experiments to test whether spontaneous and sensory-driven CF inputs are different from each other, not by recording the electrical complex spike response near the PC soma as in previous work (Eccles et al., 1966b), but by measuring CF-triggered calcium spikes and visualizing dendritic plasticity signals directly.

4.3 Material and Methods

Animal preparation. Experimental procedures were approved by the Princeton University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and performed in accordance with the animal welfare guidelines of the National Institutes of Health. C57BL/6J mice 8-
14 weeks old were anesthetized with isoflurane and a small craniotomy was made over the cerebellum. A coverslip with a pre-molded Kwik-Sil plug was placed on the exposed brain and held in place by a two-piece headplate. On the following day, animals were anesthetized with isoflurane and a calcium indicator or viral construct was injected in the cerebellar cortex (2-3 injections, ~300 nl, 150-200 microns below the dura surface). The injections contained either the calcium indicator Oregon Green BAPTA-1/AM (OGB-1/AM) or a combination of AAV2/1.CMV.PI.Cre.rBG and AAV2/1.CAG.Flex.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 (U. Penn. Vector Core). Hyperosmotic D-mannitol (15% in PBS) was given IP ~15 min before virus injection to reduce toxicity associated with AAV injections and GCaMP6f overexpression.

**Two-photon imaging.** Imaging was performed immediately after animals recovered from anesthesia for OGB-1/AM injections, or after 7-10 days for AAV injections. Mice were head-fixed on top of a cylindrical treadmill while airpuff stimuli (30 ms, 20-50 psi) were delivered through a blunted hypodermic needle pointed at the ipsilateral eye (~4 s inter-trial interval, ~35 trials/experiment). Fluorescence signals were acquired with a custom-built two-photon microscope that collected data as movies of 32x128 pixels (64 ms/frame). Dendritic calcium spikes were detected with a three-step process as described before (Ozden et al., 2012): (1) Pixels corresponding to individual dendrites were determined with an algorithm that uses the independent spatial components estimated by PCA/ICA, (2) the fluorescence trace (ΔF/F) of a PC dendrite was computed as (F-F_b)/F_b, where F is the mean fluorescence intensity of the pixels contributing to a dendrite in each frame, and F_b is the baseline defined as the lowest 8th percentile of all fluorescence values within a 1-sec window surrounding each frame, (3) calcium spikes
were detected by examining the fluorescence trace for each dendrite frame by frame using a template-matching algorithm and setting a threshold. Essentially, this algorithm identifies transient increases in fluorescence with the characteristic temporal profile of CF-triggered calcium spikes and a peak amplitude larger than a threshold value.

**GCaMP6f cell specificity.** In order to quantify the cellular origin of the signal recorded in the molecular layer, we estimated the expression density of Purkinje cells (PCs), molecular layer interneurons (MLIs) and granule cells (GCs). In vivo, within GCaMP6f expressing zones, visible structures were counted up to the maximum optical penetration depth of 260 μm and compared with published total density values (Sturrock, 1989). We found 13.6±0.8 stained PCs per 10^4 μm^2 (76% of all estimated PCs; mean±s.e.m, n=3), 6.0±1.3 dimly stained MLIs per 10^6 μm^3 (7% of all estimated MLIs; mean±s.e.m, n=5), and no GCs with brightness >2.5% of the average PC brightness (n=5). MLI and GC visibility in vivo is dependent on the animal’s behavioral state (Ozden et al., 2012); therefore, we repeated our measurements in fixed brain slices (n=3), which are optically more uniform and in which calcium concentrations are expected to be uniformly high, we found that 75% of PCs were visible, 7% of MLIs were visible at 40% the brightness of PCs, and 1.1% of GCs were visible at 6% the brightness of PCs. In summary, the relative fraction of PC: MLI: GC expression was 1:0.09:0.01 with a relative brightness of 1:0.4:0.01, indicating that more than 95% of the signal in the molecular layer arises from PC dendrites. In the selected ROIs, which include PC dendrites only, we expect a much higher value.

**Analysis of calcium signals.** All ∆F/F traces, except for those shown in Figures 1C and 1D, were normalized for each dendrite separately such that the peak value of the
average spontaneous calcium spike was ‘1’. To limit the analysis to single CF inputs, we removed segments of the fluorescence trace containing more than one calcium spike separated from each other by less than 100 ms (doublets or multiples). Trials with a single calcium spike in a 50-150 ms interval after the periocular airpuff were used for the analysis of evoked calcium spikes. Trials without any calcium spikes in this interval were used for the analysis of the non-CF signal. The size of each individual calcium spike was computed by taking the integral of the normalized $\Delta F/F$ signal in a 100 ms window starting at the peak (“$\Delta F/F$-integral”). The size of the non-CF signal was measured similarly, by taking the integral of the normalized $\Delta F/F$ signal in a 100 ms window starting at a point selected randomly within 50-150 ms of the periocular airpuff. See also Figure S1.

**ROC analysis.** True-positive rate (TPR) and false-positive rate (FPR) were computed under the assumption that the amplitude of evoked calcium spikes is larger than the amplitude of spontaneous spikes. TPR was calculated as the fraction of evoked spikes that would have been correctly identified because their amplitude was bigger than the criterion, and FPR was calculated as the fraction of spontaneous spikes that would have been incorrectly identified because their amplitude was bigger than the criterion.

### 4.4 Results

We used two-photon microscopy to image spontaneous and sensory-driven calcium spikes triggered by activation of the CF input to individual PC dendrites. Awake mice were head-fixed on top of a cylindrical treadmill while we delivered periocular airpuffs via a needle pointed toward the eye (Figure 1A). We imaged 13 locations in 5
mice and found CF-triggered calcium spikes in response to the periocular airpuff in a total of 76 PCs distributed broadly within three separate zones of cerebellar cortex (Figure 1B): vermis of lobule VI and paravermis of lobule IV/V and VI.

As in earlier imaging studies (Sullivan et al., 2005; Ozden et al., 2008), PC dendrites appeared as elongated structures separated from each other by 5-10 µm (Figures 1C and 1D, top). We used two different fluorescent calcium indicators with complementary advantages: OGB-1/AM (Figure 1C), a fast-responding synthetic indicator that can be bulk-loaded and is taken up by a variety of cell types in the cerebellar cortex (Sullivan et al., 2005), and GCaMP6f (Figure 1D), a genetically-encoded calcium indicator with slower kinetics that allows a much higher level of cell-type-specific expression (Figures 1E and 1F; see Experimental Procedures). With GCaMP6f, we observed labeled PCs at an average density of 13.6 ± 1.4 cells per 10⁴ μm² cortical surface area, an estimated 76% of all PCs (percentages calculated in comparison with cell densities reported in (Sturrock, 1989). In comparison, other cell types were sparser and dimmer: 7% of molecular layer interneurons (MLIs) were visible at an average of 0.4 times the brightness of PC dendrites, and 1% of granule cells (GCs) were visible at 0.06 times the brightness of PC dendrites. Thus, under our expression conditions nearly all the GCaMP6f signal in molecular layer neuropil arises from PC dendrites, even before identification of regions of interest (ROIs).

Calcium spikes in individual PC dendrites were apparent as a rapidly-rising transient increase in the fluorescence signal (Figures 1C and 1D, bottom). We have shown previously that these dendritic calcium spikes are generated when the CF input fires and generates a complex spike (CS) in the PC (Ozden et al., 2008). Our imaging
tools and template-and-threshold algorithm can detect approximately 95% of all CSs with less than an 8% false-positive rate (Ozden et al., 2008). In PC dendrites, calcium spikes occurred at the expected spontaneous rate of once per second (Figures 1C and 1D, blue dots; rate=0.90±0.25 Hz, mean±s.d.), and also in response to periocular airpuff stimulation (Figures 1C and 1D, red dots; response probability=0.58±0.24, mean±s.d.). We termed these events spontaneous and evoked calcium spikes, respectively.

**Sensory-driven enhancement of calcium spikes in a representative dendrite**

Figure 2 shows data for an example PC dendrite in a GCaMP6f experiment. The average evoked calcium spike (Figure 2A, red; 27 spikes) was larger in amplitude than the average spontaneous calcium spike (Figure 2A, blue; 65 spikes; difference between evoked and spontaneous shown in black). Note that all fluorescence traces have been normalized so that the peak of the average signal for spontaneous calcium spikes in the PC is ‘1’ (see Experimental Procedures). As an index of the size of the calcium spike we computed the integral of each normalized fluorescence signal in the 100 ms window following its peak (Figure 2A; “integral”). We will refer to this quantity as $\Delta F/F$-integral. In the example shown, the $\Delta F/F$-integral of the calcium spike was on average 50% larger for evoked vs. spontaneous events (Figure 2B; red vs. blue, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P<0.001).

Next, we used receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) analysis to quantify the degree to which the $\Delta F/F$-integral of the calcium spike was sufficient to distinguish sensory-evoked from spontaneous signals (see Experimental Procedures). The ROC curve (Figure 2C) was constructed by sliding the value of a discriminability criterion
along the horizontal axis in Figure 2B. For each value of the criterion, we plotted a point in the ROC curve with coordinates (FPR, TPR), where FPR is the false-positive rate (i.e. fraction of calcium spikes in the spontaneous distribution whose \( \Delta F/F \)-integral is bigger than criterion), and TPR is the true-positive rate (i.e. fraction of calcium spikes in the evoked distribution whose \( \Delta F/F \)-integral is bigger than criterion). The area under the ROC curve provides a standard measure of % correct in a two-alternative discrimination task (Green and Swets, 1966). In the example dendrite, the area under the ROC curve was 76% (Figure 2C; gray shaded area), indicating that for each pair of calcium spikes randomly drawn, one from the evoked and one from the spontaneous distributions (Figure 2B), the spike with the larger \( \Delta F/F \)-integral would be sensory-evoked in 76% of cases. In comparison, identical spontaneous and evoked distributions would give an ROC area of 50% (dotted diagonal, Figure 2C).

**Population analysis**

Evoked calcium spikes were bigger than spontaneous calcium spikes in nearly all PC dendrites we examined, both in experiments using OGB-1/AM (Figures 3A-3C; \( n=33/35 \) dendrites) and in experiments using GCaMP6f (Figures 3D-3F; \( n=40/41 \) dendrites). This enhancement was apparent in the population difference trace (Figures 3A and 3D), which was obtained by averaging the difference between evoked and spontaneous traces across all dendrites. Note that the fluorescence signal of each individual dendrite was first normalized separately as before and as a result, the difference traces shown in Figures 3A and 3D are relative to the average size of spontaneous calcium spikes. The \( \Delta F/F \)-integral for evoked spikes was on average 32±20% larger than for spontaneous spikes in OGB-1/AM experiments (Figure 3B, red
circle; mean±s.d.), and 41±24% larger in GCaMP6f experiments (Figure 3E, red circle; mean±s.d.). This sensory-driven enhancement was statistically significant (two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p<0.05) for 69% of OGB-1/AM-labeled dendrites and 73% of GCaMP6f-expressing dendrites (Figures 3B and 3E; black circles). ROC analysis (Figures 3C and 3F) showed that sensory-evoked and spontaneous calcium spikes could be discriminated above chance level in most dendrites (median %correct is 81% in Figure 3C and 73% in Figure 3F). The small mismatch between the two calcium indicators is consistent with the known nonlinearity of GCaMP6f (Chen et al., 2013), which would tend to differentially amplify calcium spikes depending on the baseline level and cause greater variability in ∆F/F values.

**Sensory-driven calcium signals in trials without CF-triggered calcium spikes**

In addition to the CF input, PC dendrites receive input from granule cells and molecular layer interneurons (Ito, 1984), both of which are capable of modulating the amplitude of the CF-triggered calcium spike (Callaway et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2000; Kitamura and Hausser, 2011). To assess the role of non-CF inputs, we examined the same population of dendrites as in Figure 3 but this time we analyzed the fluorescence signal in trials without a detectable sensory-driven calcium spike. The average fluorescence signal in these trials revealed a small but clear rise of dendritic calcium in response to the periocular airpuff stimulus, both for OGB-1/AM (Figure 4A, left; green trace) and GCaMP6f experiments (Figure 4A, right; green trace). For direct comparison with traces in previous figures, we have normalized the fluorescence signals in Figure 4A exactly as before (i.e. ‘1’ represents the average peak of the spontaneously evoked calcium spikes, computed for each dendrite separately). These signals were not
detected as calcium spikes by our template-matching-and-threshold algorithm because they were much smaller (Figure 4A, Figure S1) and much slower (rise time is 154±48 vs. 10±3 ms for calcium spikes; mean±s.d., two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p<0.0001).

We refer to the fluorescence signal in Figure 4A as the non-CF calcium signal because it was measured in trials without a detectable calcium spike. We have previously shown that our algorithm for identifying calcium spikes detects nearly all complex spikes correctly (Experimental Procedures; (Ozden et al., 2008), which means that the lack of a detectable calcium spike in any given trial can be taken as a reliable indicator that the periocular airpuff failed to activate the CF input. In our experiments, approximately 40% of all trials did not show a sensory-driven calcium spike, consistent with the low CF response probability to peripheral stimulation reported in past studies (Eccles et al., 1972; Gilbert and Thach, 1977; Kitazawa et al., 1998; Medina and Lisberger, 2008; Soetedjo et al., 2008a; Ozden et al., 2012). Nonetheless, spike detection is not perfect and some CF events were probably missed. To reduce the number of missed CF events we lowered the threshold for detecting calcium spikes by as much as 50% (Figure S2). Under this condition, we still observed a sensory-driven non-CF signal (Figure S2C), which indicates that the non-CF signal is unlikely to arise from small CF-triggered calcium spikes that our algorithm might have failed to detect.

A potential source of the non-CF calcium signal in a PC dendrite is neighboring CF inputs to nearby PCs, which could contribute either by providing a source of diffuse fluorescence signal, or by spillover-mediated effects (Mathews et al., 2012; Coddington et al., 2013). To test for these potential contributions, we examined the non-CF signals
of individual PC dendrites in trials in which the periocular airpuff failed to evoke calcium spikes in the two nearest dendrites. Relative to the size of spontaneous calcium spikes, the average $\Delta F/F$-integral of the non-CF signal was 28±17% in trials with calcium spikes in adjacent dendrites, and 27±22% in trials without (mean±s.d; two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p=0.7). Thus, our results demonstrate that sensory events are capable of triggering a measurable rise of calcium in the PC dendrite in the absence of any CF activation in the immediately adjacent neuropil, suggesting that spillover effects do not make a major contribution. However, a contribution from more distant CFs cannot be entirely ruled out (Coddington et al., 2013).

The average non-CF signal (Figure 4A; green) was similar in its magnitude and time course to the difference signal previously shown in Figures 3A and 3D (re-plotted for comparison in Figure 4A; dashed line). This suggests that the non-CF signal and the sensory-driven enhancement of the calcium spike might share a common origin. We evaluated this possibility further in a subset of dendrites with significant enhancement and enough trials with and without sensory-driven calcium spikes (13 dendrites for OGB-1/AM and 11 for GCaMP6f experiments). In many of these dendrites, the average $\Delta F/F$-integral of the non-CF signal (Figure 4B, green; error bars, s.e.m.) was comparable to the average $\Delta F/F$-integral of the difference signal (Figure 4B, black). Indeed, the two signals were significantly different from each other in only 1 of the 24 dendrites (Figure 4B, asterisk). On average, we found that the non-CF signal could account for 76% of the total sensory-driven enhancement of the calcium spike (Figure 4B), consistent with the hypothesis that the majority of enhancement in CF trials arose from non-CF sources.
4.5 Discussion

We have demonstrated that calcium spikes in individual Purkinje cell (PC) dendrites are significantly larger when the climbing fiber (CF) input fires in response to an instructive stimulus than when it fires spontaneously. As revealed by our ROC analysis, this sensory-driven enhancement of the calcium spike could potentially be used to tag the occurrence of unexpected sensory events, thus allowing an individual PC to distinguish instructive signals from ongoing background activity.

The mechanisms underlying the sensory-driven enhancement of the dendritic calcium spike are currently unknown. One possibility is that sensory stimuli like periocular airpuffs drive the enhancement by directly amplifying signals along the CF pathway itself. For example, recent work has shown that certain types of vestibular/visual stimulation can increase the number of action potentials within a single (~10 ms) CF burst (Maruta et al., 2007), which is known to enhance the PC dendritic depolarization and result in more calcium entry (Mathy et al., 2009). Similarly, delivery of an unexpected periocular airpuff may recruit arousal centers like the locus coeruleus which could potentiate CF signals by releasing noradrenaline in the cerebellar cortex (Moises et al., 1981). However, in cerebellar slices the direct application of noradrenaline decreases the probability of release at the CF synapse and reduces the amplitude of CF-triggered calcium spikes (Carey and Regehr, 2009).

Our findings suggest an additional mechanism for enhancing dendritic calcium signals that is based on sensory-driven activation of a non-CF input, possibly via the mossy fiber (MF) pathway to the cerebellar cortex. This hypothesis is consistent with
previous work showing that the amplitude of the CF-triggered calcium spike depends on the membrane potential of the PC dendrite (Kitamura and Hausser, 2011), and can be regulated by two types of MF-driven inputs to the PC: inhibitory inputs from molecular layer interneurons (MLIs) (Callaway et al., 1995), and by excitatory inputs from the parallel fibers (PFs) of granule cells (Wang et al., 2000). Additional evidence supporting a contribution of the MF pathway comes from extracellular recording studies which have demonstrated that cutaneous stimulation of the limb can activate PF, MLI and CF inputs converging on the same PC (Eccles et al., 1972; Ekerot and Jorntell, 2003; Apps and Garwicz, 2005).

It is of note that in previous electrophysiological studies, MF and CF convergence usually results in sensory-driven suppression of somatic PC spiking at the time of the CF input (Eccles et al., 1972; Ekerot and Jorntell, 2003), whereas we only found reliable enhancement of CF-triggered dendritic calcium spikes. This unexpected finding may reflect inherent differences in how synaptic inputs are processed to independently generate electrical signals in the PC soma and calcium signals in the dendrites (Llinas and Sugimori, 1980; Denk et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2000; Davie et al., 2008), and could be explained if spiking were influenced by factors such as somatic inhibition that come downstream of dendritic integration. Another difference is that we used periocular airpuff stimuli which are rare and unexpected sensory events, whereas previous studies used cutaneous stimulation of hindlimb or toes which are frequently experienced events during self-generated movements and have presumably resulted in depressed PF synapses and potentiated MLI inputs (Ekerot and Jorntell, 2003). Indeed, CFs appear to be particularly sensitive to this type of contextual modulation because they respond
much more reliably to peripheral stimulation when it is unexpected than when it can be anticipated (Apps, 1999; Ozden et al., 2012).

Our findings have important implications for theories of cerebellar learning. In the prevailing view, instructive signals are encoded at the level of an individual PC as all-or-nothing calcium spikes that are triggered once for every CF firing event, whether spontaneous or in response to an unexpected sensory event (Houk et al., 1996; Kitamura and Hausser, 2011; Najafi and Medina, 2013). Our results challenge this view in two ways. First, we have shown that the amplitudes of sensory-driven and spontaneous calcium spikes are significantly different from each other. Second, we found that sensory stimulation causes a small rise of dendritic calcium in the PC dendrite even when its CF input does not fire, consistent with the idea that instructive signals may be relayed to the cerebellar cortex via multiple pathways, including both the MF and CF pathways (Raymond et al., 1996).

In the cerebellum, short- and long-term synaptic modification of PC inputs is tightly regulated by the precise amplitude and duration of the dendritic calcium signal (Gao et al., 2012). For example, PF-PC plasticity is steeply dependent on calcium concentration (Tanaka et al., 2007), and small variations in dendritic calcium are sufficient to differentially drive either long-term potentiation or long-term depression (Coesmans et al., 2004). Our observations reflect both differences in PC dendritic depolarization and in the ensuing amount of calcium entry in response to single sensory events in contrast to spontaneous conditions. Thus, the type of sensory-driven enhancement of the calcium spike reported here may help modulate the efficacy of the CF input to serve as an instructive signal and drive plasticity and learning.
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Figure 4-1 Imaging calcium spikes in PC dendrites of awake mice

(A) Two-photon microscopy of cerebellar cortex in awake mice, head-fixed on a cylindrical treadmill. Airpuff stimuli were delivered to the ipsilateral eye. (B) Imaged locations in cerebellar cortex (yellow circles). Dashed line indicates the midline. (C) Top: field of view showing PC dendrites in an example OGB-1/AM experiment. Bottom: an example fluorescence trace representing spontaneous (blue dots) and sensory-evoked (red dots) calcium spikes in response to periocular airpuff stimuli (triangles). (D) Same as (C), for an example GCaMP6f experiment. (E, F) Expression of GCaMP6f (green) in PCs (PCL; Purkinje cell layer) located in the area marked by a rectangle in the inset of (E). Notice the absence of staining in the granule cell layer (GCL) and molecular layer (ML) interneurons (white arrows in F). R: rostral; C: caudal; M: medial; L: lateral. D: dorsal; V: ventral; IC: inferior colliculus. IV-V, VI, VII, simplex, and crusI/II are different lobules.
Figure 4-2  Sensory-driven enhancement of calcium spikes in a representative dendrite

(A) Average of spontaneous (blue) and sensory-evoked (red) calcium spikes (± s.e.m.). Difference trace (black) is the difference between evoked and spontaneous traces. All traces are normalized to the peak of the spontaneous trace. (B) Histograms of the size of spontaneous (blue) and evoked (red) calcium spikes computed by taking the ΔF/F integral in the window shown in (A; “integral”). Bin width=20 ΔF/F ms. (C) ROC curve (black solid line) and the corresponding area under the curve (shaded gray) computed from the histograms shown in (B). Dotted diagonal is the ROC curve if the two histograms were completely overlapping.
Figure 4-3  Sensory-driven enhancement of calcium spikes

(A-C) OGB-1/AM. (D-F) GCaMP6f experiments. (A, D) Difference between evoked and spontaneous CF-triggered fluorescence signals averaged across all dendrites (± s.e.m.). All traces are normalized to the peak of the spontaneous trace of each dendrite separately. (B, E) Average size of evoked and spontaneous calcium spikes in dendrites with a significant sensory-driven enhancement (black: mean±s.e.m.), and without (gray: mean±s.e.m.). Average ± s.d. of all dendrites is shown in red. (C, F) ROC analysis showing % correct discrimination of sensory-evoked and spontaneous calcium spikes, for individual dendrites (black and gray as in (B,E)), and averaged across population (red: circle is median and lines are inter-quartile range). Dotted line indicates the chance discrimination level.
Figure 4-4  Sensory stimulation triggers non-CF calcium signals in PC dendrites

(A) Average fluorescence signal (± s.e.m.) in response to sensory stimulation when there was no CF-triggered calcium spike (green, non-CF). Difference traces in Figures 3A and 3D are superimposed (dashed). Left: OGB-1/AM, right: GCaMP6f experiments. All traces are normalized to the peak of the spontaneous trace of each dendrite separately.

(B) Average size of non-CF (green, error bars: s.e.m.) and difference (black) calcium signals shown for each dendrite separately after normalizing to the average size of its spontaneous spike. Dendrites are sorted by the difference of the two signals. “Mean” indicates the average across all dendrites. Asterisk indicates significantly different non-CF and difference signals. See also Figure S2.
Figure 4-5 (Supp. Fig.) Calcium spikes are largely separable from non-spikes based on their $\Delta F/F$-integral value

Calcium spikes were identified by our spike-detection algorithm, which involved template matching and threshold setting (see Experimental Procedures). In this figure we compare the $\Delta F/F$-integral value of calcium spikes with non-spikes. Panel A shows the distribution of $\Delta F/F$-integral values for calcium spikes (red), non-spikes (green), and the pooled data (dashed). Calcium spikes and non-spikes have largely distinct $\Delta F/F$ integrals (Figure S1A; mean±s.d.; bin width=6 $\Delta F/F$.ms); however, there is a slight overlap between the two distributions. This overlap results from fluorescence signals that, despite having a rather large $\Delta F/F$ integral, were not identified as calcium spikes, because their temporal profile was different from the template used in our spike-identification algorithm. Figure S1B shows one minus the cumulative distributions of calcium spikes (red) and non-spikes (green) for all the dendrites (thick lines: median). These curves represent the rate of true positives (red) and false positives (green) in discriminating the spike, non-spike distributions based on the $\Delta F/F$-integral values. In order to quantify the separation of the two distributions, we performed ROC analysis by plotting true-positive rates against false-positive rates for each dendrite (Figure S1C; black: median). The highly bowed ROC curves indicate that the distribution of $\Delta F/F$ integrals is largely separable for calcium spikes compared to non-spikes. Area under ROC curve, which represents the performance in discriminating spikes from non-spikes, equals 0.98±0.02, (mean±s.d.), demonstrating a very high discrimination rate.
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5.1 Introduction

Climbing fibers are thought to provide teaching signals to their postsynaptic Purkinje cells, where these signals are used to induce mechanisms of neural plasticity which will ultimately result in motor learning (Ito, 1989; Raymond et al., 1996; Simpson et al., 1996; De Zeeuw et al., 1998). Some of the evidence for this hypothesis comes from eyeblink conditioning, a simple example of cerebellar-dependent motor learning, in which subjects gradually learn to close their eyelid in response to an initially neutral stimulus that is repeatedly paired with an unconditioned stimulus, such as a periorbital airpuff (Kim and Thompson, 1997; Medina et al., 2000). Previous work has shown that climbing fibers originating in the dorsal accessory olive carry teaching signals related to the periorcular airpuff (Sears and Steinmetz, 1991; Nicholson and Freeman, 2003), and that these signals are both sufficient and necessary for driving learning of the
conditioned eyelid response (Mauk et al., 1986; Medina et al., 2002). However, much less is known about the way climbing fibers represent the strength of the instructive periocular airpuff, a key parameter that has a major influence on the rate and magnitude of learning (Pavlov and Anrep, 1927; Passey, 1948; Spence, 1953; Smith, 1968).

Climbing fibers have peculiar spiking properties; they have a low firing rate which, in contrast to most other brain areas, is barely modulated by stimulation (Simpson et al., 1996). Moreover, each Purkinje cell receives input from one climbing fiber, and responds with a single all-or-nothing burst of spikes once the climbing fiber input is active (Eccles et al., 1966a). Therefore, climbing fiber teaching signals are thought to be represented as binary events in Purkinje cells (Gilbert and Thach, 1977; Gellman et al., 1985; Andersson and Armstrong, 1987; Simpson et al., 1996; Kenyon et al., 1998). This view suggests that individual Purkinje cells will equivalently register different intensities of a teaching signal if only a single trial is presented. Hence, in order to encode graded instructive stimuli, individual Purkinje cells will need to collect many trials. Alternatively, information about the intensity of instructive signals can be collected across a population of Purkinje cells. It is also known that the climbing fiber input evokes, besides the somatic spike, a large calcium transient in Purkinje cell dendrites (Llinas and Sugimori, 1980; Tank et al., 1988; Sullivan et al., 2005; Kitamura and Hausser, 2011). This provides another potential mechanism, which involves graded modulation of the dendritic calcium signal, for representing the strength of teaching stimuli (Najafi and Medina, 2013).

We studied different mechanisms through which Purkinje cells might encode the intensity of periocular teaching signals by doing two-photon calcium imaging in awake
mice. This technique allowed us to simultaneously monitor climbing fiber inputs across a population of Purkinje cells. Additionally, we were able to examine if climbing fiber-triggered calcium transients can provide an analogue signal for the stimulus intensity. Our results suggest several coding mechanisms at the level of individual dendrites as well as dendrite ensembles.

5.2 Material and Methods

**Surgery and two-photon imaging.** Experimental procedures were approved by the Princeton University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and performed in accordance with the animal welfare guidelines of the National Institutes of Health. The details of the animal preparation are described previously (Dombeck et al., 2007). Briefly, C57BL/6J mice (female, 8-14 weeks) were deeply anesthetized by inhalation of isoflurane (0.5-1%). A small area of the cerebellum was exposed (diameter: 3mm). A Kwik-Sil plug, pre-molded on a coverslip, was secured over dura using a two-piece, stainless steel headplate. Throughout the surgery, sterile saline was used to keep dura wet. Animals’ body temperature was monitored and maintained near 37 °C. Analgesics, Meloxicam, were injected. At the end of the surgery, anesthesia was removed and mice were returned to their cage for recovery.

Two-photon calcium imaging was performed the day after surgery. Mice were anesthetized (Isoflurane). Kwik-Sil plug was removed and calcium indicator (Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-1/AM, Invitrogen) was injected 150-200 µm below dura, by applying brief positive pressure through a glass pipette. A new Kwik-Sil plug was used, anesthesia was removed, and the animal was transferred and mounted on a cylindrical treadmill integrated with the imaging apparatus. In vivo calcium imaging was performed
on awake animals using a custom-built two-photon laser scanning microscopy (Sullivan et al., 2005). Image acquisition was controlled by ScanImage software (Pologruto et al., 2003). 32x128-pixel movies were recorded (64 ms/frame). Animals were monitored throughout the experiment with a camera.

**Periocular stimulation.** Two different sets of experiments were performed. In one set, duration experiments, the airpuff pressure was kept the same (30 psi) and 4 different durations of airpuff were tested (8, 15, 30, 45 ms). In another set, psi experiments, the airpuff duration was constant (30ms), and 2 different airpuff pressures (10, 50 psi) were applied. A pressure injector system (Toohey Spritzer) was used to deliver airpuff stimuli through a needle to the animal’s ipsilateral eye (inter-trial interval: 4s; 35 trials per airpuff condition per experiment).

**Identification of dendrites and calcium events.** Purkinje cell dendrites were identified from the imaging movies using independent component analysis (Hyvarinen, 1999; Ozden et al., 2012). The fluorescence trace ($\Delta F/F$) of each dendrite was computed, frame-by-frame, as $(F-F_b)/F_b$, where $F$ is the mean fluorescence intensity of the pixels contributing to a dendrite. $F_b$ is the baseline defined as the lowest 8th percentile of the fluorescence values within a 1-sec window. Climbing fiber-evoked calcium events were identified with a template-matching algorithm (Ozden et al., 2008). In brief, a template was generated by taking the average of the largest fluorescence transients. The template was next de-convolved with the $\Delta F/F$. Transients whose peak amplitude was larger than a predefined threshold were classified as calcium events.

**Data analysis.** The $\Delta F/F$ traces presented in all figures were normalized. Normalization was done for each dendrite separately, by dividing the $\Delta F/F$ trace of the dendrite to the
peak value of its mean spontaneous calcium event. Calcium events that occurred within 50-200 ms of the periocular stimulus were considered airpuff-evoked. The latency of calcium events (Fig. 4) was computed manually by inspecting each airpuff-evoked calcium event.

The size of individual calcium events ("$\Delta F/F$-integral", Fig. 5), was computed as in our previous paper (Najafi et al., 2014), by taking the integral of the normalized $\Delta F/F$ signal over the interval $[t \ t+100\text{ms}]$, where $t$ is the time point at which the peak of the event occurs. The non-CF signal (Fig. 5B,C) was analyzed from trials without any calcium events within 50-200ms of the airpuff stimulus. The size of the non-CF signal was measured in a similar way as the calcium events, by taking the integral of the normalized $\Delta F/F$ signal over the interval $[t \ t+100\text{ms}]$, where $t$ is a time point selected randomly within 50-200ms of the stimulus.

Coactivation (Fig. 6) was defined, for each trial, as the fraction of “responsive” dendrites. This was computed by dividing the number of dendrites with an airpuff-evoked calcium event, by the total number of dendrites present in an imaging movie. To compute joint probability (Fig. 6C), all combinations of dendrite pairs in a movie were first generated. Then, for each pair, the “actual” joint probability was defined as the fraction of trials in which both dendrites represented airpuff-evoked calcium events. “Independent” joint probability was computed by multiplying the calcium-event probability of the two dendrites ($P_{i \cap j} = P_i \times P_j$).
5.3 Results

We used a two-photon microscope to image sensory-related calcium signals in Purkinje cell (PC) dendrites of awake mice. Mice were head fixed on top of a custom-built cylindrical treadmill and allowed to locomote in place while we delivered airpuff stimuli of varying pressures and durations to the periocular area. In some experiments we used airpuffs of 4 different durations (12 experiments, 4 mice, 97 dendrites; durations: 8, 15, 30, 45 ms; pressure: 30psi); in other experiments we used airpuffs of 2 different pressures (6 experiments, 3 mice, 39 dendrites; pressures 10, 50 psi; duration: 30ms). We will refer to these two datasets as duration and pressure data, respectively.

Climbing fiber-triggered calcium transients in Purkinje cell dendrites

As in previous reports (Sullivan et al., 2005; Ozden et al., 2008), PC dendrites in our experiments appeared as parasagittally aligned, tube-like structures (Fig. 1A), in which large calcium transients (Fig. 1B, circles) occurred spontaneously and in response to periocular airpuff stimuli (Fig. 1B, triangles). We have previously shown that these calcium transients are triggered in each individual PC dendrite by activation of its one-and-only climbing fiber (CF) input, which also evokes a complex spike in the PC somata (Ozden et al., 2008).

A number of features confirmed the CF origin of these calcium transients in our experiments. First, they occurred spontaneously at about 1Hz (0.4-1.4Hz; median 0.7 Hz; Fig. 1C), which is similar to the characteristic spontaneous firing rate of CFs reported previously in awake animals (Thach, 1968). Second, they had a fast rise (~10ms) and a slow decay (t1/2: 74±13ms; mean±s.d.; Fig. 1D), as observed for CF-triggered signals in
other calcium imaging studies (Miyakawa et al., 1992; Eilers et al., 1995; Ozden et al., 2008). Third, calcium transients often occurred at the same time in adjacent PC dendrites, and this pairwise correlation decreased rapidly as the mediolateral distance between dendrites increased (Fig. 1E, black). This finding is consistent with previous studies that have demonstrated synchronous CF input to neighboring PCs in the same parasagittal microzone (Bell and Kawasaki, 1972; Sasaki et al., 1989; Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2009). Hereafter, we will use the term “calcium events” to refer to CF-triggered calcium transients.

**Periocular zones on the surface of the cerebellar cortex**

We imaged 101 spots on the surface of cerebellar cortex in 22 mice, including paravermal locations in lobules V, VI, and more lateral locations in simplex (Fig. 2A,B). We were unable to image the most medial parts of simplex due to the high density of blood vessels in that area. Consistent with the location of trigeminal CFs reported in previous studies (Miles and Wiesendanger, 1975a; Miles and Wiesendanger, 1975b; Manni and Petrosini, 2004), we found that many dendrites in the paravermal regions of lobules V and VI responded to periocular airpuff stimulation with a CF-triggered calcium event (Fig. 2C,D). In contrast, dendrites in lobule simplex were mostly unresponsive, which is compatible with the deep location of periocularly-related CF zones in this lobule (Hesslow, 1994; Mostofi et al., 2010; Heiney et al., 2014).

As in previous electrophysiology work (Hesslow, 1994; Mostofi et al., 2010), we found two types of PC dendrites that could be classified according to the spatial specificity of their CF receptive fields: the majority of dendrites in lobule V responded with a CF-triggered calcium event only after ipsilateral periocular airpuffs (Fig. 2B,C),
while in lobule VI most dendrites had bilateral CF receptive fields, responding with a calcium event after ipsi- and contra-lateral periocular airpuff stimuli (Fig. 2B,D). In the analyses below, we examined the properties of calcium events measured in response to ipsilateral airpuffs. Because our results were the same for both types of PC dendrites, we pooled their data together.

**Probability of calcium events**

We first examined if CF-triggered calcium events in individual PC dendrites encode the intensity of the periocular airpuff probabilistically across repeated presentations of the stimulus. The raster plots of our entire duration dataset demonstrate that calcium events occurred more reliably as the duration of the airpuff was increased (Fig. 3A bottom; top: average). On average across all our dendrites, we found that the probability of a CF-triggered calcium event increased gradually for periocular airpuffs of longer durations (Fig. 3B, left; two-way ANOVA: F4,96=238.5, p<0.0001; Tukey’s HSD, P<0.01), and higher pressures (Fig. 3B, right; two-way ANOVA: F2,38=58.93, p<0.0001; Tukey’s HSD, P<0.001).

The monotonically increasing relationship between airpuff intensity and calcium event probability, which is shown for the average of all dendrites in Figure 3B, was also evident in 58% of the individual dendrites in the duration dataset (Fig. 3C, top row). In the rest of the dendrites the calcium event probability was not graded with the intensity of the periocular stimulation; instead, these dendrites were relatively unresponsive to all airpuffs below a certain intensity threshold (Fig. 3C, arrowheads), and responded with equal probability for all intensities higher than the threshold. Among this group, we found dendrites with a wide range of thresholds including highly-sensitive dendrites in which
calcium events were triggered by the weakest airpuffs (Fig. 3C, row 2), and others which were unresponsive except for the strongest airpuffs (Fig. 3C, row 5). Thus, our results indicate that, in theory, PCs could gather information about stimulus intensity by taking into account how reliably their single CF input is activated.

**Latency of calcium events**

The latency of CF responses varies systematically according to the magnitude of passive forepaw movements (Rushmer et al., 1976). We investigated if information about the intensity of a periocular airpuff stimulus might be encoded similarly, in the timing of CF-triggered calcium events.

In agreement with previous electrophysiological reports of sensory-driven CFs (Ekerot et al., 1987; Kobayashi et al., 1998), we found that calcium events were evoked in PC dendrites at a wide range of latencies relative to the onset of the airpuff stimulus (peak latency: ~50-200ms; Fig. 4A,C). Increasing the duration of the periocular airpuff resulted in progressively more long-latency calcium events (Fig. 4A). The analysis shown in Figure 4B confirmed that in most individual dendrites, long-duration airpuffs evoked significantly more calcium events than short-duration airpuffs in the interval 100-200ms after the periocular stimulation (Fig. 4B; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P<0.0001) but not in the interval 0-100ms (Fig. 4B; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P>0.05). In contrast, increasing airpuff pressure did not significantly bias the latency of calcium events (Fig. 4C); in most individual dendrites the number of calcium events was unselectively increased for both the 0-100ms interval (Fig. 4D; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P<0.01), and in the 100-200ms interval (Fig. 4D; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P<0.001). Thus, our findings indicate that variations in the latency at which individual CFs become activated
by a periocular airpuff stimulus may provide some information about the duration of the
airpuff, but not its pressure.

**Amplitude of calcium events**

We have recently shown that the amplitude of CF-triggered calcium events is
enhanced during sensory stimulation (Najafi et al., 2014). Here, we examined if the
magnitude of this sensory-driven enhancement is graded according to the intensity of
the periocular stimulation. Average fluorescence traces corresponding to spontaneous
(Fig. 5A, “sp”) and sensory-evoked calcium events showed a gradual enhancement as
the duration or the pressure of the airpuff was increased (Fig. 5A top; only duration data
is displayed). To quantify this effect, we measured the size of each individual calcium
event by computing the integral of its fluorescence trace over a 100ms time window after
the peak ("ΔF/F-integral"), and normalizing this value to the average ΔF/F-integral of all
the spontaneous calcium events for each PC dendrite separately. Note that we only
examined the fluorescence traces of individual calcium events and excluded trials in
which the periocular stimulation resulted in two or more calcium events separated from
each other by less than 100ms. This analysis confirmed that periocular airpuffs of longer
duration (Fig. 5A bottom, left) and higher pressure (Fig. 5A bottom, right) evoked
progressively larger calcium events in PC dendrites (two-way ANOVA; duration data:
F4,96=80.74, p<0.0001; Tukey's HSD, P<0.05; pressure data: F2,38=62.88, p<0.0001;
Tukey's HSD, P<0.01). Thus, the size of the CF-triggered calcium event provides the PC
dendrite with information about the intensity of peripheral stimulation.

What neural mechanisms may contribute to the gradual enhancement of the
fluorescence traces in Figure 5A? In addition to triggering calcium events in the PC
dendrite, sensory stimulation also elicits a smaller calcium response that has a non-CF origin (“non-CF” signal; (Najafi et al., 2014). We found that this non-CF signal was graded according to the duration of the periocular stimulation (Fig. 5B, top), progressively increasing in size as the stimulus duration or pressure was increased (Fig. 5B bottom; two-way ANOVA; duration data: F4,96=122.61, p<0.0001; Tukey’s HSD, P<0.0001, except for d3-d4 comparison; pressure data: F2,38=71.85, p<0.0001; Tukey’s HSD, P<0.0001). For short-duration airpuffs (Fig. 5C, durations 1 and 2), the average non-CF signal closely matched the average “enhancement” trace obtained by taking the difference between the average fluorescence traces for spontaneous and evoked calcium events. However, for long-duration airpuffs (Fig. 5C, durations 3 and 4), the non-CF signal was significantly smaller than the “enhancement” trace. These results are consistent with a model in which each sensory-driven calcium event is composed of two separate signals (Fig. 5D): a non-CF signal that is graded depending on the intensity of stimulation and a fixed signal that is triggered every time the CF input is activated, whether spontaneously or in response to a stimulus. In this model, the two calcium signals add linearly for weak stimuli (Fig. 5D, d1, d2, p1, p2) and supralinearly as the intensity of stimulation increases beyond a certain threshold (Fig. 5D, d3 and d4).

**Synchronization of calcium events**

Previous work has demonstrated that groups of climbing fibers converging on the same parasagittal strip of cerebellar cortex become synchronized in response to sensory stimulation (Lou and Bloedel, 1992; Welsh et al., 1995; Wylie et al., 1995; Lang, 2002; Ozden et al., 2009; Wise et al., 2010). For each of our experiments, we examined if the degree to which CF-triggered calcium events were synchronized provided information
about the intensity of the periocular airpuff stimulus. We found that the number of synchronized calcium events in a 150ms window after stimulus onset gradually increased in response to airpuffs of longer durations (Fig. 6A and 6B, top: two-way ANOVA, F4,394=199.75, p<0.0001; Tukey’s HSD, P<0.05), and higher pressures (Fig. 6B, bottom: two-way ANOVA, F2,209=106.56, p<0.0001; Tukey’s HSD, P<0.0001).

Since stronger airpuffs increase the probability of calcium events in individual PC dendrites (see Fig. 3), it is possible that the gradual increase in the number of synchronized calcium events (Fig. 6A, B) could be explained entirely by this increase in probability. To assess this possibility, we measured the joint probability for every pair of dendrites in each one of our experiments, i.e. the probability of observing a CF-triggered calcium event in both dendrites within the same 150 ms time window, and compared it to the joint probability expected for independent dendrites ($P_{ij} = P_i \times P_j$, where $P_i$ and $P_j$ represent the calcium-event probability of dendrites i and j in that same time window).

We found that joint probability deviated significantly from independence for all airpuff intensities (Fig. 6C; two sample t-test, P<0.001). We call this deviation “extra synchrony” because it represents the synchrony beyond that expected solely from the calcium-event probability of individual dendrites. Figure 6D shows that there was a gradual boost in the amount of extra synchrony as the airpuff duration or pressure was increased (two-way ANOVA; duration data: F4,361=113.49, p<0.0001; Tukey’s HSD, P<0.0001, except for d3-d4 comparison; pressure data: F2,136=10.27, p<0.0001; Tukey’s HSD, P<0.05, except for p1-p2 comparison). Our data indicate that information about the intensity of sensory stimuli can be conveyed across a population of PCs in a single trial by modulating the degree of CF input synchrony.
5.4 Discussion

Our results, which provide the first systematic study of the representation of stimulus intensity in climbing fibers (CFs), support previous studies (Eccles et al., 1972a; Ozden et al., 2009; Kitamura and Hausser, 2011) and extend them by suggesting several mechanisms through which Purkinje cell (PC) dendrites can encode the intensity of periocular sensory stimuli. These mechanisms are discussed below and their implications for cerebellar motor learning are provided.

Coding stimulus intensity in individual Purkinje cells

Climbing fibers have a limited range of firing rate, 1-10 Hz, and respond with an all-or-none burst of spikes to supra-threshold stimuli; therefore, they are thought to serve as binary event detectors unless their response is averaged across several trials (Eccles et al., 1972b, c; Ekerot et al., 1987). In a classical study performed in anesthetized cats, Eccles et al demonstrated that higher intensities of mechanical footpad stimuli are more effective in evoking complex spikes (Eccles et al., 1972b, c). In agreement with their observation, we found that in awake mice, the probability of CF-triggered calcium signals gradually increases as a function of the duration and pressure of periocular stimuli.

What are the learning implications of a probability code? Since CF inputs are binary, they are thought to gradually teach PCs in steps of constant size, i.e. a constant amount of learning will be induced on each trial (Kenyon et al., 1998). We found that the response probability of CFs varies with stimulus intensity, therefore CFs can, after many trials, induce graded plasticity in PCs which will depend on the stimulus intensity.
However, based on computational models of learning, PCs need access to stimulus strength in individual trials (Pouget and Snyder, 2000).

Our results provide an alternative mechanism that would allow individual PCs to grade the amount of plasticity in a single trial. We have shown, for the first time in awake animals, that CF-triggered calcium signals in PC dendrites are not binary as previously thought; instead, their amplitude is graded and represents information about the intensity of sensory stimuli.

Previous experiments performed in cerebellar slices and anesthetized animals suggest two general mechanisms that can underlie modulation of the amplitude of calcium signals in our dendrites. First, the number of spikes in the pre-synaptic CF burst can influence PC dendritic depolarizations and regulate calcium influx into the dendrites (Mathy et al., 2009). In this hypothesis, different intensities of periocular stimuli would modify CFs burst size, for instance, through the graded modulation of the membrane potential of olivary neurons (Llinas and Yarom, 1981). Alternatively, the amplitude of calcium signals could be modulated through mechanisms that influence the membrane potential of the post-synaptic PC (Miyakawa et al., 1992; Kitamura and Hausser, 2011). For instance, congruent PF activity has been shown to enhance CF-triggered calcium signals in PC dendrites (Fierro et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2000). In this view, different intensities of a stimulus will induce, in addition to CF activation, graded PF activity (Campbell et al., 1983; Chan et al., 1989), which will subsequently result in graded calcium signals in PC dendrites. This hypothesis assumes convergence of PFs and CFs with coinciding receptive fields at the level of individual PCs (Eccles et al., 1972c; Brown and Bower, 2001; Apps and Hawkes, 2009).
Modulation of calcium signals has important implications in cerebellar learning. Calcium is the trigger and regulator of a wide variety of short-term and long-term plasticity mechanisms in PC dendrites (Kitamura and Kano, 2013). For instance, plasticity at the PF-PC synapse has been shown to be tightly controlled by the dynamics of calcium signals in PC dendrites (Coesmans et al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2007). Therefore, graded calcium signals observed in our data can potentially induce graded plasticity and provide a neural correlate at the level of individual PCs for single-trial motor adaptation that would match the intensity of sensory inputs (Thoroughman and Shadmehr, 2000; Scheidt et al., 2001; Thoroughman et al., 2007). Additionally, enhanced dendritic calcium spikes have been shown to modulate the characteristic post-complex spike pause in simple spike activity of PCs (Davie et al. 2008); therefore graded calcium spikes can potentially shape the output of PCs and be employed for the online control of movements.

**Coding stimulus intensity by ensembles of Purkinje cells**

Several studies have shown that spontaneous complex spikes fire simultaneously in ensembles of Purkinje neurons (Llinas et al., 1974). Additionally an increase in synchrony has been observed during skilled tongue movements (Welsh et al., 1995) as well as following peripheral sensory stimulation (Llinas and Sasaki, 1989; Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2009) and motor cortex stimulation (Lang, 2002). Our findings in this paper extend these studies by showing that information about the intensity of sensory stimuli is represented in the coactivation of nearby PC dendrites, which reflects the number of simultaneously active CFs.
We also showed that the calcium spike synchrony in response to sensory stimulation is more than what would be expected from independently active dendrites. This deviation, which we termed “extra synchrony”, indicates that the occurrence of calcium spikes in nearby dendrites is somehow dependent on each other. Previous experiments have demonstrated that olivary neurons are coupled through gap junctions, which allow the transfer of depolarizing currents and spike initiation in nearby neurons (Llinas et al., 1974; Llinas and Sasaki, 1989; Van Der Giessen et al., 2008). Therefore, electrotonic coupling can render the activity of olivary neurons dependent on each other, and could be a likely mechanism underlying “extra synchrony” in our dendrites.

How can calcium spike synchrony influence motor output? Each neuron of the deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN) receives converging input from tens of PCs (Person and Raman, 2012). It has been shown that synchronous complex spikes influence the spiking activity of DCN neurons (Hoebeek et al., 2010), which might subsequently contribute to the induction of plasticity in the cerebellar nuclei (Ohyama et al., 2006; Pugh and Raman, 2006). Additionally, the spiking pattern of DCN neurons could be transmitted to downstream cerebellar targets such as premotor areas, and influence the rate and timing of their responses. Therefore, the graded synchrony of calcium spikes in response to unexpected stimuli provides information that could be useful in online motor control as well as single-trial adaptation.

**Functional implications**

Our results suggest that an analogue signal about the intensity of sensory stimuli is carried in climbing fibers response probability, synchrony, and the amount of calcium triggered in their post-synaptic Purkinje cells. These mechanisms can potentially
contribute to grade motor adaptation in response to different magnitudes of perturbation, as reported in some human behavioral studies (Thoroughman and Shadmehr, 2000; Scheidt et al., 2001; Thoroughman et al., 2007). Additionally, our findings could have direct implications in cerebellar conditioning, such as eyeblink conditioning. Although the periocular areas that we imaged are different from eyeblink hotspots in the cerebellar cortex (Hesslow, 1994; Mostofi et al., 2010), the signals we have found could still contribute to some aspects of learning, such as the precise adjustment of conditioned response amplitude. Alternatively, the signals we observed could contribute to other forms of blink-system motor learning, such as reflex-blink adaptation (Evinger et al., 1989), which occurs during lid restraint and has been shown to modify PC responses (Pellegrini and Evinger, 1997). Our findings open additional lines of research; in particular, imaging PC dendritic calcium signals during eyeblink conditioning would allow to examine the functional implications of our results in adaptation of conditioned responses to varying intensities of periocular airpuffs.
Figure 5-1  Imaging climbing fiber-triggered calcium transients in Purkinje cell dendrites

(A) An example filed of view showing 15 dendrites imaged simultaneously in an experiment. (B) Example fluorescence traces of some of the dendrites in (A). Triangles indicate periocular airpuff stimuli of different strengths. Circles mark calcium events. (C) Frequency of spontaneous calcium events (central line: median across all dendrites; box edges: 25th and 75th percentiles). (D) Mean ∆F/F trace of spontaneous calcium events for each dendrite (gray lines) and their average (black). (E) Pearson correlation coefficient of calcium events in pairs of dendrites for the actual (back) and shuffled-frame (gray) data as a function of the mediolateral separation.
Figure 5-2  Periocular zones on the surface of the cerebellar cortex

(A) Top view of an exposed cerebellum showing all imaged spots (colored dots). Color intensities indicate the fraction of periocular-responsive dendrites in each spot. (B) Spots examined for response laterality are shown. Color intensities indicate the fraction of ipsi-specific dendrites in each spot. IC: Inferior Colliculus. IV-V, VI, VII, Simplex, and Crus/I/II: cerebellar lobules. pf: primary fissure. Dashed line: midline. (C) Top: example $\Delta F/F$ traces from an ipsi-specific spot in response to ipsilateral (black, left) and contralateral (gray, right) airpuff stimuli. Bottom: each row shows PSTH of a dendrite in the example ipsi-specific spot. (D) Same as (C), however a representative bilateral spot is shown.
Figure 5-3 Calcium-event probability encodes stimulus intensity

(A) Bottom: raster plots represent all trials of the duration dataset. Dots indicate calcium events. White and gray shades mark different experiments. Within each experiment, trials from all dendrites are shown consecutively. Number of dendrites imaged in each experiment is shown on the left. **Top:** PSTHs, corresponding to the raster plots, indicate calcium event frequency at each time point. (B) Calcium-event probability for the spontaneous (sp) and airpuff-evoked conditions (d1-d4, p1-p2) is shown for all dendrites (black). Red: mean±s.e.m. Left: duration data. Right: pressure data. (C) Top to bottom: 5 dendrite categories based on how calcium-event probability varies with airpuff duration. For each category, the calcium-event probability of individual dendrites (left: gray lines; right: rows of heatmaps) and their average (left, black lines) is shown. Triangles (left): stimulus-strength threshold for evoking calcium events. Color intensities (right): calcium-event probability. d1-d4: different airpuff durations. p1-p2: different airpuff pressures.
Figure 5-4  Calcium-event latency is modulated by stimulus intensity

(A) Peak-latency distributions of calcium events for duration data. (B) Each panel corresponds to a particular latency interval and compares, for each dendrite (dots), the number of events evoked by two different durations of airpuff (y-axis: longer duration; x-axis: shorter duration; green dot: mean; dashed: unity line). (C, D) Same as (A, B), but for pressure data.
**Figure 5-5** Stimulus intensity is represented in the size of calcium events and size of non-CF signals

**(A) Top:** mean $\Delta F/F$ trace of calcium events across all dendrites for the spontaneous (‘sp’, green) and airpuff-evoked conditions (d1-d4: different airpuff durations; shades: s.e.m.). **Bottom:** mean size of calcium events ("$\Delta F/F$-integral") is shown for each dendrite (black dots) for different durations (left, d1-d4) and pressures (right, p1-p2) of the airpuff. $\Delta F/F$-integral values are normalized to the mean size of spontaneous events (dashed line). Red: mean±s.e.m. **(B)** Same as (A), but showing the non-CF signal. **(C)** Each panel corresponds to an airpuff duration, and compares $\Delta F/F$ traces of calcium-event enhancement (i.e. evoked minus spontaneous event; black) and non-CF signal (green) in response to a particular airpuff duration (solid lines: mean across dendrites; shades: s.e.m.). **(D)** Mean size of calcium-event enhancement is shown vs. mean size of non-CF signal for different airpuff durations (d1-d4; circles: average across dendrites; bars: s.e.m.; dashed: unity line; $\Delta F/F$-integral values are normalized to the mean size of spontaneous events.)
Figure 5-6  Population coding of stimulus intensity

(A) **Bottom:** % coactive dendrites at different time points for all trials of the duration data. Color intensities indicate % coactivation. **Top:** PSTHs correspond to heatmaps at the bottom and show the average coactivation across all trials at each time point surrounding the stimulus. **(B)** Cumulative distribution of % coactive dendrites across all trials for the spontaneous (sp) and airpuff-evoked conditions (top: duration data; bottom: pressure data). **(C)** Measured and independent joint probabilities is shown for each dendrite pair (gray; dashed: unity line) for different airpuff durations. **(D)** % extra synchrony (measured minus independent joint probability) averaged across all dendrite pairs (error bars: s.e.m; sp: spontaneous; d1-d4: different airpuff durations. p1-p2: different airpuff pressures.)
CHAPTER 6:  
Conclusions and Future Directions

The studies presented in this dissertation have examined how climbing fibers encode the intensity of sensory stimuli that induce cerebellar learning ("teaching" stimuli). My behavioral data demonstrated that the amount of adaptation in a cerebellar-learning task is proportionate to the strength of the teaching stimulus. My two-photon imaging experiments explored the neural representation of the strength of the teaching stimulus in a non-learning paradigm in awake mice. In this final chapter, I will review my primary findings and describe some additional experiments that we have embarked on to further investigate cerebellar adaptation to the strength of the teaching stimuli.

6.1 What did we learn from this dissertation?

Figure 6-1 demonstrates a modified circuitry for eyeblink conditioning which incorporates the findings presented in this dissertation. We suggest that information about the unconditioned stimulus (US) not only is relayed through the climbing fiber pathway (CF), but it also involves the parallel fiber (PF) pathway (ref. chapters 3-4). Our hypothesis is corroborated by previous evidence that has shown both CF and PF inputs occur in Purkinje cells (PC) in response to sensory stimulation (Eccles et al., 1972; Bosman et al., 2010). In particular, anatomical and physiological studies have demonstrated that tactile stimuli carried through the trigeminal nucleus, such as the periocular airpuff, not only are transferred to the olivary neurons, they are as well sent to
cerebellar granule cells (i.e. the source of PFs) (Watson and Switzer, 1978; Vos et al., 2000). Therefore, we think it is plausible that PFs, in addition to CFs, provide the neural representation of unconditioned stimuli during cerebellar-dependent conditioning. This hypothesis contrasts the common belief in the field of eyeblink conditioning which considers CFs as the sole neural substrate of unconditioned stimuli.

What are the functional consequences of parallel-fiber contribution to the representation of unconditioned stimuli? Our hypothesis is that the activation of PFs could modulate the amplitude of the concurrent US-evoked CF response in PCs. This modulation will provide individual PCs with a graded calcium signal, whose magnitude reflects the strength of the US in single trials. Such graded encoding of US strength at the level of individual PCs can potentially contribute to the population-based mechanisms, such as synchrony, that may principally underlie single-trial graded cerebellar learning. Cutting-edge genetic and optical techniques that allow single-neuron stimulation may unravel whether graded calcium signals in individual Purkinje cells could have any functional implications.

In this dissertation we also provided, for the first time, a trial-by-trial analysis of eyeblink conditioning. We showed that the magnitude of learning in this cerebellar paradigm depends on the strength of the unconditioned stimulus (teaching signal), and can be adapted trial-by-trial. Our single-perturbation experiments, in which the US strength was modified in single trials, suggest that each individual perturbation triggers a short-lived plasticity mechanism that lasts about 60 seconds. Such time course matches the temporal properties of endocannabinoid-mediated short-term plasticity, which has been observed in PC synapses with parallel fibers and inhibitory interneurons (Brown et
Interestingly, and especially relevant to our research, is the study that showed endocannabinoid-mediated plasticity depends on the magnitude of calcium signals in PC dendrites (Rancz and Hausser, 2006). Therefore, the graded calcium signals that we observed in PCs in response to different strength of the US, can potentially trigger graded amounts of plasticity on a short timescale. Additionally, the short-term plasticity induced by a single perturbation may mediate the long-term adaptation we observed following repeated presentations of the teaching unconditioned stimulus (ref. chapter 2). Indeed it has been shown that cannabinoid signaling mediates long-term plasticity mechanisms such as LTD of parallel fiber and Purkinje cell synapses (Safo and Regehr, 2005).

In brief, our findings suggest that different magnitudes of a teaching stimulus induce proportionate trial-by-trial learning, perhaps through the modulation of synchrony among climbing fibers (CF). Additionally, we propose that the modulation of the amplitude of CF-triggered calcium signals in Purkinje cell dendrites may provide an additional mechanism underlying the proportionate learning. This latter mechanism may provide single Purkinje cells with a graded amount of plasticity in single trials, which may subsequently contribute to graded trial-by-trial motor learning.

6.2 Single-trial adaptation in dynamic environments

I started chapter 2 by presenting our novel method of eyeblink conditioning, which involves headfixed mice on a treadmill and leads to remarkable learning
standards. Next, I showed that the magnitude of conditioned responses (CR) is proportionate to the strength of the unconditioned stimulus (US, periocular airpuff), which provides the teaching signal in this cerebellar-driven task. I showed that single-session adaptations to scaled-up and scaled-down airpuff stimuli have different time courses. I described how mice adapt their eyelid movements even after a single “perturbation” (change) of the US intensity. Finally, I showed how this single-trial adaptation is modified by the passage of time.

Previous studies of motor adaptation in humans have shown that the statistical properties of the training environment play a key role in determining how movements will be adapted following perturbations. For instance, it has been suggested that the learning strategy adopted by humans in a reaching task is not always fixed and proportional to the size of the error; instead, it depends on the likelihood of perturbations in the environment (Thoroughman et al., 2007). Another study on reaching tasks in humans has demonstrated that uncertainty plays a key role in the degree to which movements are modified trial-by-trial (Wei and Kording, 2010). Human studies of non-cerebellar tasks have also demonstrated the influence of environmental variability on learning. Particularly, it has been shown that unexpected stimuli may not contribute to prediction updating and future decision-making in a changeable environment (Nassar et al., 2010).

My behavioral experiments in mice indicated that eyelid movements are modified, bidirectionally, after a single perturbation of the airpuff intensity. However, two features of my experiments need to be emphasized. 1) The initial training of mice was performed using airpuff stimuli of constant intensity. 2) Perturbation trials were interspersed among trials with constant airpuff intensity. To characterize if motor learning
in our cerebellar task might be influenced by the statistical properties of the environment, I would like to study single-trial adaptation of eyelid responses in a probabilistic, variable environment. In a recent set of experiments, I have started to address this question by training two groups of mice: one group receives constant airpuff stimuli throughout conditioning, and the other is trained with a range of randomly varied airpuff intensities. After mice fully acquire conditioned responses, I will introduce perturbation trials in order to compare single-trial adaptation between the constant and the variable group.

6.3 Imaging prediction error signals in eyeblink-conditioned mice

Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation included data from my two-photon microscopy experiments on awake, naïve mice. First, the neural representation of the airpuff stimulus was discussed (chapter 4). Next, the mechanisms of encoding the intensity of the airpuff were presented (chapter 5). More specifically, in Chapter 4 I showed that in response to airpuff stimulation the amplitude of climbing-fiber-triggered calcium events is enhanced in Purkinje cell (PC) dendrites. I showed that this enhancement partly arises from the activation of a non-climbing-fiber source. Additionally, it differentiates sensory-driven from spontaneous calcium events. In chapter 5 I discussed the representation of airpuff intensity in PC dendrites through several coding mechanisms, which involved graded modulation of probability, latency, amplitude, and synchrony of calcium events. Particular emphasis was laid upon the single-trial encoding of stimulus intensity, due to its relevance to my behavioral findings on single-trial adaptation to US intensity.
My imaging data were collected in a non-learning paradigm. Ensuing experiments include combining two-photon imaging and eyeblink conditioning. This will open avenues for further exploration of cerebellar motor learning. Below I describe a number of open questions that are pertinent to my behavioral experiments, and can provide insight about the underlying neural mechanisms.

- How would PC calcium responses be modified when a conditioned mouse receives blocks of trials at different US intensities? Is there a neural correlate for the graded CR magnitude that we observed in our behavioral data (Fig. 1.3)? Occasional no-puff trials interspersed within each block of US intensity can serve as probes to study cerebellar predictions of US intensity.

- How would PC calcium signals be adapted, trial-by-trial, during single-session gain-up and gain-down adaptations (Fig. 1.4)? This experiment could shed light upon the adaptive mechanisms that underlie gain-up and gain-down learning in eyeblink conditioning. For instance, if in contrast to our behavioral results, we observe comparable rates of PC calcium-response modulation for gain-up and gain-down conditions, it will corroborate the hypothesis we proposed in chapter 2; i.e. a non-cerebellar structure contributes to gain-up learning. This underlies the fast adaptive process following the gain-up condition, and leads to different temporal properties for gain-up and gain-down adaptations.

- How would a single perturbation of the US intensity modify PC calcium responses? In other words, do we see a PC neural correlate for the single-trial adaptation that we observed in our behavioral experiments (Fig. 1.5)? Can this explain our finding about
the largely non-associative nature of adaptation following a single strong-puff trial, in contrast to its associative nature following a no-puff trial?

- How would PC calcium responses vary with the passage of time after a single perturbation trial? In particular, can we find a neural correlate for the transient adaptation that we observed after a single change of US intensity (Fig. 1.6)? We can address this question by analyzing PC calcium responses to occasional probe (no-puff) trials that we introduce at various time points (e.g. 1-80sec) following a perturbation trial. This strategy could help us monitor time-dependent changes of single-trial cerebellar memory.

- Our behavioral data indicates that learned blinks start to decay within 10 seconds after a “normal” (no perturbation) trial (Fig. 1.6B). Can PC calcium signals explain this time-dependent modification of motor responses even in the absence of perturbations? PC calcium responses to probe trials that occur at various intervals following a normal trial could cast light on the underlying mechanisms.

By doing two-photon imaging and eyeblink conditioning we will be able to address the questions posed above at the following levels: 1) **Single-cell activity**: based on my imaging results, individual PCs have access, in single trials, to an analogue calcium signal whose amplitude correlates with the strength of the unconditioned stimulus. Such an analogue signal can hypothetically induce, in each PC and after each trial, a graded amount of plasticity that will be proportional to US magnitude. The experiments described above would allow us to test this hypothesis and examine the functional implication of the graded calcium signals that we found in PCs in response to airpuff stimuli. 2) **Population-level activity**: Two-photon imaging provides the advantage of
monitoring the activity of a population of PCs simultaneously. This is significant since synchronous climbing fiber responses have been suggested to play a major role in cerebellar-dependent learning (De Zeeuw et al., 1998).

We have taken an initial step towards investigating the aforementioned questions by imaging PC calcium signals in eyeblink-conditioned mice. The novel head-fixed method that we developed for doing eyeblink conditioning in mice (ref. chapter 2), not only proved to be remarkably efficient, it also enabled us to do two-photon microscopy while doing behavioral experiments (Fig. 6.2). Below, I discuss some of the findings from our ongoing work on simultaneous calcium imaging and eyeblink conditioning in mice (Giovannucci et al., 2011).

In order to examine the ensemble coding of US-related signals during eyeblink conditioning, we have imaged populations of climbing fiber responses in lobulus simplex while recording the eyelid movements in a conditioned mouse (Fig. 6.2 A,B). As a first step, we studied how CF responses are modulated by prediction error signals. Figure 6.2 compares the CF-evoked calcium signals in a conditioned mouse among the following three conditions: 1) US-alone trials; 2) paired trials without a conditioned response; 3) paired trials with a conditioned response. Mean eyelid closure for each of the conditions is also shown (Fig. 6.3 bottom, blue traces). PSTH plots of example dendrites (Fig. 6.3 top) and their averages (Fig. 6.3 bottom) demonstrate that airpuff-evoked CF responses are inhibited when conditioned responses occur. In other words, climbing fibers are activated by the periocular airpuff stimulus only when it is not predicted, such as in US-alone trials (Fig. 6.3 left) or those CS-US paired trials without a conditioned response (Fig. 6.3 middle). This finding supports the role of the cerebellum...
as an error predictor and the idea that cerebello-olivary pathway is a feedback controller of Purkinje cell activity (Fig. 6.2C).

6.4 Concluding remarks

Errors in predicting outcomes act as teaching signals that will be used by the brain to update predictions on a trial-by-trial basis. The degree by which predictions will be updated is determined by the magnitude of prediction errors. Theoretical frameworks of cerebellar learning have suggested that climbing fibers (CF) convey prediction error signals to the cerebellar cortex. Therefore, in theory, CFs must be capable of encoding the magnitude of prediction errors in single trials. However, there is a critical lack of experimental evidence for this hypothesis.

The aim of this dissertation was to lay the groundwork for the study of error-magnitude encoding through the climbing fiber pathway. To achieve this purpose we modified the intensity of the unconditioned stimulus that represents the “actual outcome” in eyeblink conditioning. Our trial-by-trial analysis of adaptation in this cerebellar-conditioning task represents a departure from traditional methods of studying conditioning, which relied on averaging behavior across many trials. Our behavioral experiments in mice support the trial-by-trial adaptation of motor memories that has been observed in primate studies. Our two-photon imaging experiments propose mechanisms that can be potentially employed by climbing fibers to represent the magnitude of prediction errors in a learning paradigm. Finally, our finding about the contribution of a non-climbing fiber source to the neural representation of the
unconditioned stimulus suggests a reexamination of current theories of cerebellar learning.
Figure 6-1 Modified cerebellar circuitry for eyeblink conditioning.

In our proposed circuitry, the unconditioned stimulus (US) is relayed to Purkinje cells not only through climbing fibers but also through parallel fibers (PF). [Refer to the text for an explanation of the potential functional role of PF contribution in relaying US-related information during eyeblink conditioning.]
Mice are head-fixed on a cylindrical treadmill. Eyelid position is measured using a magnetometer. Conditional stimulus is a blue LED. Unconditional stimulus is an airpuff directed at the cornea. In mice reaching a performance of ~60% CRs, a craniotomy was made above the simplex lobule (B, yellow dot indicates the imaged area). Purkinje cells and other structures were labeled with Oregon Green BAPTA-1/AM. Inferior olivary (IO) neurons are thought to be neural comparators that produce a prediction error signal by comparing their excitatory input (from external stimuli such as the periocular airpuff), and inhibitory input (from deep cerebellar nuclei, DCN).

Figure 6-2  Simultaneous two-photon imaging and eyeblink conditioning in awake mice

(A) Mice are head-fixed on a cylindrical treadmill. Eyelid position is measured using a magnetometer. Conditional stimulus is a blue LED. Unconditional stimulus is an airpuff directed at the cornea. In mice reaching a performance of ~60% CRs, a craniotomy was made above the simplex lobule (B, yellow dot indicates the imaged area). Purkinje cells and other structures were labeled with Oregon Green BAPTA-1/AM. (C) Inferior olivary (IO) neurons are thought to be neural comparators that produce a prediction error signal by comparing their excitatory input (from external stimuli such as the periocular airpuff), and inhibitory input (from deep cerebellar nuclei, DCN).
Figure 6-3  Climbing-fiber responses are inhibited when conditioned responses occur

Top: PSTH of 7 example dendrites that were simultaneously imaged is shown for three types of trials: US-alone (left), paired without CR (middle) and paired with CR (right). Bottom: mean PSTH across the dendrites. Eyelid traces are superimposed (blue).
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